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A plan in hand
It is good to be back at Northwestern and in Orange City Some days when I am visiting with old friends
downtown or eating with a fanner colleague in Fern Smith, it almost seems as if we never left Then the next
day as I worship m Christ Chapel, listen to a faculty presentation in the renovated Van Peursem Hall and lose
my voice at a basketball game m the Bultman Center, I quickly realize how much has changed, NWC was a
good college in the 1970s, 1L15 an even better college today Di and I are very pleased to have been called back
at this moment III Northwestcrns history
As I begm to settle in, the question everyone asks is: "What are your plans for
Northwestern)" It is a good question, "and, potentially, a dangerous one Scholars
of higher education tell us that planning lSscalY business, In particular there seem
to be two attractive but dysfunctional approaches to strategy: the "business as usual"
plan and the "wish list" plan, The first, even in strong institutions, can lead to stag-
nation, and the second can lead to a smorgasbord of unattainable goals,
In 1998 Northwestern developed a strategic plan: "A Vision for the Future,"
Led by President Jim Bultman, 75 communny members-faculty, students, staff,
trustees, alumni and local residents-spent several months analyzing elght specifrc
areas of campus life. The result was an impressive list of some 100 initiatives. This
is certainly no "business as usual" approach to the future. Nor are these initiatives mere wishes. They represent
careful, creative thinking on numerous critical matters from technology to tuition
But, there is more to the strategic plan of NWC 1Lis not simply a responsible blueprint for the future,
astutely avoiding the extremes experts warn against Indeed there is within the Northwestern vis.on a challenge
to conventional wisdom. The NWC plan is grounded on the eternal truth of the Gospel and the timeless value
of an academically rigorous Christian education. And since this always has been a part of the Northwestern nus-
sion, there is a sense m which we might label the plan "business as usual" Moreover, the plan is
dependent on the God who is "able to do far more than we can ever ask or imagine." Talk
about Wishful think.ng!l The genUinely exciting feature of NWC is that here we are about
something far greater than ourselves. The God of all creation, the Susrainer and Redeemer
has invited us to be His instruments in the world. His call is to responsible act.on and
courageous faith.
Butwhat does this mean) Allow me to use an initiative from the strategic plan to illustrate
One of our major imtiatives calls for the construction of a new theatre arts center. This
decision was made carefully after assessing potential and need. We know we have a strong
theatre program; highly qualified faculty; a growing cadre of committed, capable students;
and marginal facilities. We also know that m prophetic ways God has used the efforts of our
theatre groups to bring the Gospel to extraordinary places. Prayerfully we have considered
what more we can do m this culturally significant area, to honor our Lord and move forward
courageously The new state-of-the-art facility, though ambitious, we believe, is one important
step.
What are my plans for Northwestern) To affirm and support the solid practical plannmg that has preced-
ed my cammg, to nurture Northwestern's historic identity as an excellent Christian ltberal arts college, and most
importantly, 10 pledge my allegiance to a God of surpnses, Jesus Christ, the Lord of the future.
Won't you Join with me)
Ahotlt the cover: Tlte
blach-and-white plloto
shows Bnlce and Di
MUlpily witil NWC stu-
dents who Ilved wl1l1 them
in Prexy House in the late
1970s (see page 14). Tile
Murpilys' ciliidren also are
pictured: Karen ifmnt row,
Jalligilt) and Cllris
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"
The genuinely exdting
feature ofNWC is
that here we are
aboutsornethingfar
greater than ourselves...
-
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Begmning m the fall of
2001, Nonhwestems educa-
tion department will offer an
endorsement in teaching
English as a second language
(TESL)
'There's such a need for
this because of the mcrease in
non-native English speakers In .
Iowa and throughout the
country," said Dr Ron Juffer,
professor of education and
chairman of Northwesterns
education depanment. "We've
had a lot of students ask for
this program, and the Iowa
Depanment of Education has
been urging colleges to adopt
this."
Northwestern will
become the 10th Iowa college,
out of 30 that have teacher
education programs, to offer an
endorsement for preparing stu-
dents to leach Enghsh as a sec-
ond language in U.S. schools.
The TESL endorsement at
NWC requires tlie completion
of the elementary or secondary
teacher education program,
and is approved by the Iowa
Department of Education. The
campusnews
28-credit hour program
includes the following courses:
TESL Grammar,
Sociolinguistics and Issues for
Language Education,
Language Development and
Acquisition, Methods in
TESL, English Grammar, and
Linguistic Perspectives in
English, as well as foreign
language classes and a four-
week K-12 student teachmg
experience.
Northwestems educa-
tion program is among only
fwe In the stale that are
Interns gain practical experience
Forty-five Northwestern students are spending spring semester off campus, participating In
internships or study abroad programs.
Fifteen students are partic.pating m the Chicago Metropolitan Center, which couples intern-
ships in the Windy City with seminars on values and vocation, the city's cultural and economic
diversity and the fine arts. One student is in a similar program m Washlngton, D.C, the American
Studies Program, and 22 are involved in departmemal internships. Among those internship sites are
Cliildrens Inn in Sioux Falls; Firstar In Ottumwa, Iowa; Pella Corporation, Sioux Center; Amencan
Reformed Church in Orange City; and a law firm 10 Paullina, Iowa.
Students studymg abroad include three m the Latm American Studies Program, based in Costa
Rica, and one each 10 London, Paris, Spam and Wales.
accredited by the National
Councll for Accrednauon of
Teacher Education. In addi-
non to the new TESL program,
.,.
"There's such a need for this
becalISe of the increase in
l1OJ1-nanve English speakers
in Iowa and throughout the
country. The Iowa
Department of Education
has been urging colleges to
aJoptthis. " ..
the department olfers a major
in elementary education and
endorsements in secondary
education, early childhood
education, middle school,
reading, special education and
coaching. Five full-time facul-
ty members teach in the edu-
cation department.
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Nine programs recommended by guidebook
Nine of Northwestern's
academic departments are hst-
ed in the 2001 edition of Rugg\
Recommendalians on the
Colleges,a nan anal guidebook
which recommends specific
college academic departments
to prospective students. The
selected programs are biology,
chemistry education, history,
music, physics, religron, the-
atre and athletic trammg.
The biology department
was one of 12 chosen from
small selective colleges; the
chemistry department was
among three in its category.
The education department was
one of 52 chosen from selec-
tive schools Northwestern's
size. The history department
was among only three recom-
mended from
small selective
colleges, and
the physics
department
was the only
one chosen in
its category.
There were
six other
small selecuvc
colleges rec-
ommended in music, two oth-
ers in religron and 10 others m
theatre. The athletic training
program was listed in a special
.,
category, miscellaneous majors,
in which It was one of 66 col-
leges and universities of all
sizes and selec-
tiveness recom-
mended.
With nine
departments
listed in the
book, NWC
was surpassed
by only six
other Iowa col-
leges and uni-
versities. They
are the University of Iowa,
Iowa State University, Grinnell
College, Drake University,
Cornell College and Clarke
With nine departments
listed in the book, NWC
was surpassed by only six
other Iowa colleges and
universities.
College.
Written by Frederick
Rugg, a Brown University
graduate who served 20 years
as a secondary school college
counselor and now gives col-
lege seminars around the
country, the book includes
programs at 900 four-year col-
leges. Ruggs publication relies
heavily on random polls of stu-
dents at those colleges, asking
them what departments at
their school they would rec-
ommend most to high school
semors. Input also is received
from hIgh school counselors,
college personnel and unso-
licited tips.
Auction proceeds set record
"The generosity
of Northwest-
ern '5 alumni,
parents and
friends never
ceases to amaze
us. We are very
gratefUl to all of
our donors and
bidders."..
The 18th annual Northwestern College Gala
Auction in February raised a record amount of
funds, $30,300, eclipsmg the pre"ous record of
$30,119 set in 1999. Proceeds help fund
$1,000 Alumni Scholarships for 25 students,
the $1,000 Northwestern Teachmg Excellence
Award, a fan workshop for faculty, and student
life programs.
"lt was a great night, and the National
Alumni Board is extremely pleased with the
results," said Jay Wielenga, director of develop-
ment "We had 235 items up for bid, and
about 450 people in attendance. We were espe-
cially happy to see so many people who came to the auction for
the first time.
"The generosity of Norrhwesterns alumni, parents and fnends
never ceases to amaze us," said Wlelenga. "We are very grateful to
all of our donors and bidders."
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Wielenga
promoted to
new position
Jay Wielenga '82,
Northwestern's director of
alumni relations since 1995,
has been appointed to a new
position, director of develop-
ment.
In his new role, Wielenga
will serve as a major gifts
development officer and super-
vise the alumni/parent relations
and prospect research pro-
grams. During any absence of
John Greller, vice president for
'Jay has the ability to con-
nect with a wide variety of
people and involve them in
the life of the college."
'"
development. Wielenga will
assume overall responsibility
for all development office
activities, including the over-
Sight of capital fund raising.
Greller said the new posi-
tion is necessary as the college
has embarked on fund rarsing
to accom-
plish initia-
tives recom-
mended in
the strategic
planning
process
undertaken
m 1997-98.
The development office is in
the early stage of securing
funds for the first project, a $9
million effort to build a new
theatre arts center. the largest
Single capital project in
Northwestern' history
'Jay has done an out-
standmg job In leading our
alumni relations program," said
Greller. "He has been a vision-
ary and out -of-the-box thinker
He is a conscientious self-
starter who understands the
big picture and works hard on
the small details, as well. He
also has the ability to connect
WlU1 a wide variety of people
and involve them in the life of
the college, and we are excited
that he will bring those
strengths to his new role."
Campusnews
Northwestern College
DIRECTOR OF ALUMNI AND
PARENT RELATIONS
Northwestern has a full-time, 12-month position open for a
person to direct the alumni and parent relations programs.
Responsibilities include encouraging alumni visits to cam-
pus and meeting alumni through regional events and indi-
VIdual VIsits; recruitmg, encouraging and communicating
with members of the National Alumni Board; working to
improve communication with all alumni through a variety
of means; working directly with SPOllSbooster clubs to
encourage SUPPOllof the athletics program; and developing
a strong parents program to encourage effective communica-
tion and support by parents of current students. In addi-
tion, the director will have an active role in fund raising
through travel m assigned regions and guide a wide range of
on-campus events, includmg Homecoming, Spring Reunion
Dinner, Senior Dinner and the Gala Auction.
Candidates should have excellent skills in organization,
interpersonal communication, creativity public speaking
and writing, as well as a commitment to Christian higher
education. Qualifications also include the willingness to
travel and work some weekends. Computer knowledge and
design experience is extremely helpful. Preference will be
given to NWC alumni.
The Director of Alumni and Parent Relations will work
under the supervision of the Director of Development.
Northwestern is a Christian liberal arts college and seeks
candidates who are committed to a Reformed expression of
evangehcal Chrisnan faith.
Submit letter of application, resume, and the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of at least three refer-
ences. References are welcome to send letters to:
Jay Wielenga
Director of Development
Northwestern College
10J 7th St SW
Orange City]A 51041
Northwestem College complies with all federal and state reguia-
tions for non-discnminatlon m employment.
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Performing
groups tour
Northwestems A cappella Choir, Drama Ministnes Ensemble
and Symphonic Band performed as near to the campus as Sioux
Center and as far away as Venezuela during spring toUIS
The choir sang a variety of musical styles, including hymns
and Swahili music, in concerts in northwestern Iowa, eastern
South Dakota and southwestern Minnesota, The ensemble gave
two perfonnances m late February and four over the last weekend
in March,
The drama group presented a varied repertoire over spring
break, March 3-13, in central and eastern Iowa, The troupe per-
fanned Jeff Barkers play about the nightmare of sexual abuse,
"Unspoken for Time," for several high school assemblies. The
ensemble also presented Barker's "When Scott Comes Home" and
sketches of true stories about Gods work in the actors' ltves at a
number of churches,
The band brought its performance of traditional and con-
temporary American band music to audiences in Venezuela
during a spring break concert tour/mission triP, Based in Merida,
a city of 350,000 nestled between the highest peaks of the
Venezuelan Andes, the band performed five full concerts in the
area, mcluding one at an indoor bullfighting nng, The group also
gave a number of mini-concerts at high schools, colleges, a prison
and a plaza,
The Northwestern students spent a sigmfrcant amount of
time with members of the state of Merida's youth orchestra, The
groups rehearsed and visited attractions together as well as per-
Northwestern Classic
fanning at a Joint concert,
Band members raised over $45,000 from families, friends
and home churches to cover travel and miscellaneous expenses
such as printing programs and purchasing cases to transport big
instruments, "The generosity of people was outstanding, It was
an answer to prayer," said Dr Tim McGarvey, director of the
Symphonic Band and assistant professor of music. Students also
raised money to buy 2,200 Spanish New Testaments for distribu-
tion at concerts and through personal interaction with
Venezuelans,
Although m Spanish, the
service is not much different
from the regular one taking
place down the hall m Christ
Chapel. The time IS started by
singing several songs in
Spanish, led by a five-student
praise team Following that,
prayer is held and then several
students share a short Bible
reading and responsive section.
Lastly,a student closes with a
message in English
Although Koene advises
the core group, the entire
chapel is IUn by students, As a
result, services may vary
Spanish chapel offers new alternative
accordmg to the preferences of
the student leaders.
"We've had an interest in
the commumty as well, and
thats really exciting,' Koene
said, The two Orange CLty
high schools, Unity Chnstian
and MOC-Floyd Valley,are
allowing their Spanish classes
the opportunity for involve-
ment.
"No matter whos there,
we have one goal, and that is to
create a worshipful experience
in Spanish," Koene sa.d.
Once a month, a group of
students gets together and
praises God through singing,
Scripture and prayer Not
uncommon on Northwestern's
campus, but there remains a
slight difference: this gathering
is mostly m Spanish,
Spanish chapels began
early m the fall semester as the
brainchild of a group of stu-
dents. They formed a band,
selected students to read
Scnpture and chose someone
to share short messages,
"Everything is in Spamsh
except for the message, The
selections in Spanish allow
beginning and mtennediate
learners to participate, and the
T
"We have one goal,
and that is to create a
worshipful experience
in Spanish. "..
message is in English so evelY-
one can benefit," adviser Piet
Koene, instructor in Spanish,
said,
6 A SprIllg 200/
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Drama troUpe plans
second summer tour
Last summer Northwestern professor Jeff Barkers play 'When
Scott Comes Home," about a mother whose son comes home with
AIDS, was performed by the colleges Drama Ministries Ensemble
(DME) in almost 50 churches to over 5,000 people.
The play elicited overwhelmingly positive reviews from host-
ing pastors, mduding the Rev Tim Vink '87 m Tulare, Calif, who
said, 'This opened a sensitive subject for us in a sensitive way,
allowing for further discussions . [it] gave both drama and
NWC a good name." And the Rev. Lyle Zumdahl from
Community Reformed Church in Lafayette, lnd, said, "I felt It was
Just the kmd of challenge we as a congreganon need to grow in
our ministry to people with AIDS."
The play was wnuen by Barker in 1997. It is a true story
based on the book "When AIDS Comes Home," by Mignon
Zylstra, Oak Harbor, Wash. Barker describes the playas a moth-
ers story; he says LtSmessage is one of unconditional, uncompro-
campusnews
mising love.
The DME will be touring "When
Scan Comes Home" again this summer
from June 18-Aug. 12. In addiuon,
they will oller another worship drama,
"Rebeccas Story,"which Barker wrote
and the DME performed in 1996-97
"Rebeccas St01Y"tells the true story
of 1998 alum Rebecca Hansons rural
Rebecca Hat~on Iowa family Rebecca will rejoin the
DME this summer to play herself in the
show, recountmg her fathers cocaine addicnon and her parents'
divorce during her juruor high and high school years.
Barker describes the playas "funny and sad, ordinary and
miraculous" It was performed ll1 the Rev Dan jelsmas Waupun,
WlS, church in 1996, and he comments, 'Its a reminder of the
power of God to heal brokenness."
Churches or other organizations interested in hosting the
DME for performances can contact Aletha Beeson, summer tour
coordinator, at 712-73 7-7257 (voice-mailbox) or
dme@nwciowa.edu.
SIFE emphasizes practical application
For the last 39 years, Northwestern students have been learn-
ing the core fundamentals of business through involvement in Phi
Beta Lambda, a nationally-affrliated business club. Now students
interested m business have another dub option, Students ill Free
Enterprise (SIFE)
A non-profit organization with chapters at more than 700
colleges worldwide, SIFE provides students with the tools to learn
the free enterpnse system in a real working situation.
"Its basicaly a lot of practical application," adviser Michael
Avery, assistant professor of business/economics, said "Phi Beta
Junior Jus"n Dalwn works Wlth Hospm Elementary Si:hool studen~ as pm! of the SIFE
"Crunch Coomes" project
Lambda (PBL) LS more academic oriented, while SIFE competi-
tions show students a more working world perspective."
In April. the Northwestern group will be travelmg to
Mmneapolrs to compete against other colleges in a regional 51FE
contest. The students will be bnnging several of their developed
projects. "We held one at Christmastime called Mystery Shopper
Program. It was sort of our gift to the Orange City businesses:'
AvelYsaid.
Through the Mystery Shopper Program, students visited local
businesses and filled out a confidential survey The survey docu-
mented shopper impressions m the areas of customer service, mer-
chandise selection and display and safety and deanlmess.
"We had a really good response," Avery said. "It gave stu-
dents a dillerent perspect.ve and might have showed them areas
they will want to do differently in the future."
The clubs other major activity took place in February as part
of SIFEs National Teach A Child About Business Week The
NWC students helped Iilth graders at Hospers Elementary create
and operate their own cookie business.
The SIFE team helped the Hospers students begin to under-
stand the importance and purpose of the areas of business from
management to marketmg, then the fifth graders applied those
roles to research, finance, bake and market their own cookies.
"The students parucipatec in real world busmess activity, and
were able to really understand profit and loss:' says Avery
7 A Spring 2001
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Faculty/staff news
Mike Avery, business, spoke "Love Letters" on campus in Educators in Iowa City in stories. In March, she partici-
on safety and profitability at a january along with Patrick November He presented a pated in the Research Network
meeting of the Associated Spradling of Bramerd, Mmn. paper entitled "Don't Ask Me Forum at the Conference on
Contractors and BUIldersof Barker also played Prue Sam in That: Making Communication College Composition and
Southwest Texas in San Nonnwestems production of with Internationals Communication in Denver.
Antonio in March. He dis- "Precious Bane" in February Worthwhile." She talked about her disserta-
cussed ways to create a safer tion on the lyceum movement
working environment onsite Marc Wooldridge, mUSlC,will in Antebellum Virgmla and
and how that can benefit both take a group of 12 students to how she plans to expand the
employers and employees. perform at the Percussive Art scope of the research mto the
Societys "Day of Percussion" Deep South this summer with
Kimberly Utke, music, was held at the Umversity of South her junior Scholar, Sarah
selected by audiuon to perform Dakota in April. Nytroe.
with other music professionals Northwesterns Percussion
in a concen at New York's Ensemble will perform, and Tim McGarvey, music, served
Carnegie Hall m january The two perCUSSlonstudents wlll as guest conductor at the
choir, along with the Orchestra present solo works as well. Ed Starkenburg, education, Northwest Iowa Bandmasters
of St: Luke's and under the Additionally, Wooldlidge will gave a presentation at the Association Honor Band
direction of Maestro Sir Neville present a clinic on n.anmba February meeting of the Iowa Festival in Sioux Cny m
Marriner, performed Vivaldi's performance techniques. Council of [he Teachers of january He conducted
"Glona" and Rossinis "Stabar Mathematics in Des Moines. rehearsals and a concert with a
Mater." Stephen His talk, "What Can We Learn select auditioned ensemble
Appiah- from the Asian Nations?" is made up of high school stu-
jim Rohrer, religion, lS listed Padi, based on the results of the dents from the northwestern
in the 2000 edition of W110s director of Third lnternarional secnon of the state.
W1roAmong Americas Teaellers. interna- Mathematics and Science
He and his wife, Grace, who tional pro- Study and a study conducted Fred Van Dyke, biology, was
serves NWC as international grams, pre- by the University of Michlgan the keynote speaker at the
student counselor, have co- serued a in the late 1980s Wheaton Science Symposurn
written a daily devotional on paper at at Wheaton College of Illinois
Marks Gospel which has been the Comparative and A choral piece, "Lord We Sing in March. He gave three talks
published in Chinese by the International Education to You," composed by Greg addressing the concept and
Talwan Church Press. Societys conference in Scheer, director of celebrative measurement of biodiversity,
Washington, D.C, in March. arts, has been publrshed the worldwide cris.s of biodi-
An essay by Keith Fynaardt, He spoke on "Study Abroad recently by Worship Today. versity and its causes, and the
English, was published m the and Formation of Global instrumental and intrinsic
Fall 2000 issue of South Dakota Consciousness: The Effects of JOOlUlaTrapp, English, deliv- value of biodiversity in scientif-
Review. 'The Presence of Study Abroad on Some ered a paper at the SOCJetyfor ic and biblical perspectives.
Siouxland" was included in a International Students' the Study of American Women Van Dyke offered strategies for
special issue on the writing of Perception of Global Issues- Writers in San Antonio in effective Chrisuan response,
Siouxland author Frederick Human RIghts, Development February Her paper discusses wi tness and service in the
Manfred. and Errviroumemal Care." how female slaves used the midst of the current biodiversi
Appiah-Padi also spoke at the conventions of gothic narrative ty crisis.
Karen Barker, theatre, pre- regional conference of NAFSA: [0 haunt back their oppressors
sented A:R Gurneys play Association of International and describe their own faith
. 8 ... Spring 2001
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Students
earn
recognition
at theatre
competition
Several NWC theatre students
were honored at the regional
Amencan College Theatre Festival
(ACTF) m Kansas City in january.
Amanda Gordon, a Junior from
Minneapolis, won the Barbizon
Award for Excellence m Costume
Design. She will advance to the
national ACTF competition at the
Kennedy Center in Washington,
D.C, April 23-30.
Gordons award-winrung cos-
tumes premiered m a post-modern
production of Moliercs 'The Miser"
performed last April. Her designs
were a farcical, fantastical combina-
tion of 17th century and 20th cen-
tury fashion.
Matt Foss, a senior environ-
mental sc.ence major, participated in
the Irene Ryan Acting Compention,
advancmg to the fmal round of 16
actors from a pool of 320. HIs acting
partner, Cora Vander Broek '00,
received the award for best partner
J1l the regIOn. Steve Hydeen, a Jun-
ior theatre major, also was an acnng
partner to a Dordt student who
advanced to the final 16 in the com-
petition.
Two of the eight shan plays
selected to be performed at the
competition were written by NWC
students; the plays were selected
lrom a pool of 150. "Five Oreos"
was wntten by junior theatre major
jonathan Allsup, Audubon, Iowa,
last spring lor the Drama Ministries
Ensemble. The lO-mmute play IS
Amanda Gordon advances to a national coslWl1e design competition in
Washington, D.C, in Apl1l
about his relanonship with his
lather, a pastor who died in 1999.
Junior theatre/speech and
writing/rbetoric major Becky
Sheridan, Anchorage, Alaska, wrote
'The Chains of Autumn" for play-
writing class last fall. The play IS
about two fnends grieving the death
of a third fnend, a woman who was
the mtended fiancee of one of the
characters.
Northwestern students also
performed Professor Jeff Barkers
play "When Scott Comes Home,"
which was presented at the festival
at the invitation of Dr Harry Parker,
regional chair of the Kennedy
Center/American College Theatre
Pes.ival. The play received the festi-
vals only standmg ovanon.
Campusnews
Students serve
over spring break
Northwestern sent 235
students and faculty/staff on
service projects to 12 sues over
spring break, March 3-13
The projects included
three international trips: con-
struction and assistance at a
Christiar; school in Choluieca.
Honduras; youth hostel min-
istry in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands; and campus min-
istry m Mazatlan, Mexico.
Five groups were involved
in inner-city projects, including
youth ministry and work at
shelters and soup kitchens, in
jonesboro, Ark; Los Angeles;
New Orleans; Seattle; and
Washington, D.C
Students also aided Habitat
for Humanity in Miami; Calvary
Commiss.or: in Lindale, Texas;
The Haft, a balfway bouse in
New Albany, Pa.; and Voice 01
Calvaryjackson, MISS.
Singers perform
Iowa premiere
The Hemage Singers joined with nearly 400 other
musicians to perform the Iowa premIere of Benjamin
Brittens "War Requiem" in November. The ensemble,
directed by Dr Thomas Holm, teamed with the Sioux
City Symphony Orchestra and others to perform the
piece in SIOUXCity as a tribute to Siouxlands veterans
and at a state music convention in Ames.
"War Requiem" was written for the reconsecration
01Englands Coventry Cathedral, a grand structure
obliterated by German bombers in 1.940. The mommg
after the bombing, a worker noticed a pair of charred
chancel beams bad fallen m the lonn of a cross. The
beams were saved and eventually fanned the apex of
the new Coventry Cathedral, with "Father Forgive"
inscribed on them
9 ... Spring 2001
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If it wouldn't have been for a plwne call from Northwestern President Lars Granberg 31 years ago,
charn:es are Dr. BnlCe Murphy would not be occupying his predecessor's office today
The Murphy era begins:
or9od's
•surpr1ses
In 1970, Bruce was seekmg a history faculty position
after graduating with a PhD. from Northern Illinois
University On the day that he planned to phone a
Pennsylvania college at noon to accept an offer, Granberg
called him out of the blue to invite him for a campus mter-
view.
"I told him it would be a waste of Northwesierns
money-I wanted to be fair to him-and he sud, 'Let us
worry about the money,'" recalls Bruce from the presidents
office in Zwemer Hall. "I came out, and he sold me on the
idea that we were building the cumculum of a four-year
liberal arts college that had Just gotten accredited."
Bruces inrroduuion to Northwestern College was
one of what he calls "Gods surpnses" that have filled his
hfe-like leaving the pastorate of Seattle's Bethany
Presbyterian Church in 1997 to become provost at Seattle
Pacific University, and accepting Northwesterns presiden-
cy last fall. In each of those cases, he says, he was content
in his current position and not seeking another opportunity
but faced with an exciting challenge and sensmg Gods call
"I've often said that one of the characteristics 1value most
in graduates of Christian colleges is that they are open to being
surprised because they have developed a trust in Gods sever-
eignty in the world," Bruce explains. "As a result, they can
take risks and be open."
Bruce and his wife, Drane, were open to their latest
Northwestern opportunity because of the experience they
had staning both their academic careers and their family
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"rve often said that one of
the characteristics Ivalue
nwst in graduates of
Christian colleges is that
they are open to being sur-
prised because they have
developed a trust in God's
sovereignty in the world.
As a result, they can take
risks and be open."
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at NWC from 1970-78. "It was a very good beginning. The col-
lege enabled us to get our feet wet and get started in the profession
It was great for our family We have a lot of positive memories," he
says.
. Returning to Northwestern at this point in their lives feels
like puttmg bookends on their careers, the Murphys say "To
come back and have the opportunity to lead at the very place that
nurtured us was a strong pull," explains Bruce, 58.
Another pull was the opportunity for them to work together
at the same institution and even share some tasks. Di, a faculty
member m Seattle Universitys masters In teaching program for the
last 10 years, will teach part time in Northwesterns education
department. She partners with Bruce in raising funds and inter-
acting with friends of the college, and the two hope to team-teach
an Introduction to the Chnstian Liberal Arts course.
Dr Phil Eaton, the president of Seattle Pacific Universry
(SPU) and a colleague of the Murphys when they were on the fac-
ulty a.Whitworth College m Spokane, Wash, from 1978-84, says
Bruce ISdeeply experienced in Christian higher education and has
a great heart for its mission. "He really understands the integra-
tion of faith and learning, and he can articulate that as well as any-
body"
"ln my view, a Christian liberal arts education in a residential
setting is the best way to grow Christian servants and leaders"
Bruce explains. "When you combine intellectual nsor with'
Christian faith and opponuniiics for service and :xtra-curticular
participation, the product ISwisdom, something todays infer
marion-rich age desperately needs. Students
don't Just learn about the world, they learn
how to live m the world as Christians."
Bruce, who began his term as
Northwestern' eighth presidert jan 15,
says some of the most fulfilling experi-
ences in his career have been the oppor-
tunities to be a mentor "1tlunk thats
been part of my callmg-to encourage
people to take leadership posinons and
then watch them blossom," he says,
adding that he looks forward to more
such opportunities at NWC.
"1 really like to work with student
leaders. We as Christians have not
done a good Job of incorporating the
spiritual dimension mto practical
leadership. Its OK for pastors to be
spiritual leaders, but outSIde the
charch we thmk about leadership m
almost the same way others do. [ts been
~elY important to me to look at how we can incorporate a
genume dependence on God m practical leadership settings."
One person whom BlUce mentored, the Rev.Dan
Baumgartner, is now senior pastor of Bmce's former church in
Coverstory
Family ties
The hardest part of their transition back to northwest Iowa
Bruce and Diane Murphy told a chapel audience m jannary, is '
leavinj; family members behind m the West.
Their daughter, Karen, 32, lives with her husband, john,
and son, Diego, 1, in Hood River, Ore., about Iour hours away
from the Murphys' former home in Seattle. Karen works with a
legalizauon program for Hispanic farm workers. She met john, a
native of El Salvador, when she was living in Central America.
. Bruce and Dianes son, Chris, 29, is in his final year of stud-
ies toward an M.Drv. degree at Fuller Theological Seminary in
Pasadena, Calif.
Bruce's mother lives m Fresno, Calil., near his sister and
brother-in-law "As she moves .nto her mid-80s its difficult not
to be near her," says Bruce
Tile Murphys told students in chapel that one of their main
prayer requests is for their family "We've made a commitment to
visit each other often even though we are far away; we want to
main tam a genume involvement to their lives," explains Bruce.
III.,
t::
C"l
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Seattle. Baumgarmer says Bruce "is very sensitive to what God's
doing in his own life. Hes a velY vulnerable person; he bnngs
(into hIS re.ationships) a sense of 'follow me as [ follow Chnst.'''
In leadership roles, Bruce is known for having
a particrpatory, inclusive style. "He rs a good lis-
tener; he genuinely cares for people," asserts
Eaton, who says Bruce's greatest accomplishment
at SPU was buildmg trust among faculty. "He
wants everybody to be understood and valued"
Adds Baumgartner, "He has a marvelous way of
bringing people together and affirming people
whether they agree or disagree. He ISable to
bring productive solutions out of those kinds of
situations."
When asked what kmds of things he'd like for
people to say about Nonhwesierns Murphy era
10-15 years from now, Bruce hesitates. "l am not
good at answering a question like that. I will say
that lVeneed to be as responsible as we can be m
understandmg cultural factors, teclmology and dif-
ferent approaches to educauon that threaten resi-
dential colleges. We need to look at challenges
strarght in the face. But in truth, oar highest obli-
gauon is to remarn In faithful relation to God As
we do that, as Irrelevant as that may seem in the edncational estab-
lishment, thIS place is gomg to end up where God wants it to be"
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Love at
first sight
Billy Graham, a rainy
night and the student "look-
book" ail played a role in the
begmning of Bruce and Diancs
relationship.
Northwesterns new presI-
dent told students in chapel
that when he first saw Diane,
as he came out of Wheaton
College's student union, he
knew she was the woman he
was going to marry "1 looked
her name up m the 'Iookbook,'
called and invited her to watch
a Billy Graham movie, and she
left the phone to look me up in
the book"
The next night on their
date, the pounng ram forced
Bruce and Di to share what he
describes as a very small
umbrella. "1 leamed very early
that she was a snuggler,' he
says with a smile.
The Murphys were mar-
ried three years later
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In the second week of hi, Northwestern presidency, Dr. Bruce MUlphy talked about every-
thing from his decision to occept the position to his rJlildhood in an interview with Classic
editor Duane Beeson.
You're beginning a college
presidency in a rather unusual
way, with the position having
been apen for 1811Wllths
because Jim Guy bac/led Ollt in
April after accepting the presi-
dency in October 1999. Did
that rnahe yOIl approach the
job illly differently than if it
had been a more traditioluU
transition?
People did a very good
Job of descnbing Northwestern
to us. We knew the school was
strong. I can't say enough
about the Admimstrative
Council and the condition they
left the institutior: in through
[heir leadership. The situation
with Dr Guy really didn't cause
us to think anything different
about the school. I didn't need
to know the details of his situa-
tion. And r1,eres a providential
element to all of this the only
reason we could apply was
because it came around a sec-
ond tune. We had been con-
tacted by Nonhwestern the first
time, but this was as soon as [
could have thought of leaving
my position at Seattle Pacific.
The fact that It developed the
way it did was another indica-
non to us of Gods providence.
What parts abaut the job do
yOIl look forward to the most?
I've always had a lot of fun
mtegrating thmgs. I really
enjoy the many different roles
and areas you get involved in
on and off campus, seeing how
all of it fits together Chnstian
higher education ISsomethmg I
really believe m: I really enjoy
articulating that. I enjoy being
a problem solver I really look
forward to working together as
a team. It's velY important for
me to be able to rely on expelts
in other areas. I'm very glad
that Wayne (Kooiker, vice pres-
ident for financial affairs) is in
the position hes in. I really
appreciate the many years of
experience and connections
John (Greller, vice president for
development) has m fund rais-
ing. Those are two areas that 1
have less training in, but l'm
really lookmg forward to them.
I know how important they are
for the development of the col-
lege
How importiU1t is
Northwestern's relationship
with the Reformed Church in
Amerim?
Its a dynamic relationship
that ISvelY important as a
foundation on which to build.
The church grounds the school
in the larger historical realuy of
Christ and the Reformed tradi-
tion, and the school provides
perspectr ve far the church. We
can offer reasoned reflection for
the church, at tunes raising
questions and at times helping
to put the challenges that a
denomination can face in a
broader perspecuve.
Wlw have been some of the
shaping influences in your life?
My dad was a major influ-
ence. He was a strong person
of integrity; you always got a
straight, thoughtful answer
from him. He was also a stu-
dent, always learning things.
He was very humble even
though he was a very gifted
engineer
Lars Gransberg (fanner
NWC president) was an impor-
tant influence at a critical
moment in my life, introducmg
me to the Reformed tradinon.
Having experienced all the tur-
moil of the 19605, I was look-
mg for a faith that wasn't an
escape but would help me put
the world together The rmpor-
rant broad implicauons of
Gods sovereignty-c-that God is
in charge of the whole warld-
and the emphasis on Gods
grace in the salvation process
were two pieces of the
Reformed tradition that were
very lmpOltant to me. I grew
up in a wonderful Christian
envrronment, but it focused so
much on personal holiness that
there was a lot of attention on
myself To realize that God is
the initiator, He is drawing us
to Himself, relaxed me and
freed me to develop a deeper
faith
Our kids have shaped us
...:
Q
Wayne Kooil1er,vice president for fil1allcial affairs, pl"esents the "keys to the college'l
to 8111ce MUlpily on one oj illSJlrst days in tile presidC11t'soffice.
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A defining moment in Vietnam
Bruce Murphy had a hfe-changing experience as an Army
lieutenant m Viemam that still affects the decisions he makes
today.
After graduating with ROTC honors [rom Wheaton College
and completing [our years of graduate school at Northern Illinois
University, Bruce was sent mto Army intelligence in the spnng of
1968 He left hISyoung wife and lO-month-old daughter to
report to Saigon, unsure of what the situation was really like in
Vietnam and how he felt about the war
It only took 48 hours for him to decide. His assignment to
lead a platoon of soldiers into villages to capture a Viet Cong
leader was not as simple as it might seem.
"From official briefings we learned we were actually expected
to bum the vi.lagcs, essentially killing everyone," Bruce said. He
realized he could not be a part of killing innocent people.
Before he had been in Vietnam a week, Bruce was forced to
notify his supenors that he would not obey his orders for reasons
of conscience. He had no question that he was doing the nght
thing, but this decision could have very possibly led to a court-
martial, and it caused resentment among his fellow soldiers.
"It was a very lonely moment, but very defming. In retro-
spect, It was a gift," Bruce said "l leamed that we have to make
very hard decisions. We feel alone. They're not popular, but we
have to make them anyway."
Not knowing what to expect, Murphy accepted an invitation
to \iSH the apartment of his commanding officer. When he
arnved, the American colonel had Just received a letter from his
son in which he told his father, a career military man, that he had
become a pacifist.
The colonel wanted to understand what education at a
Quaker college had done to his son, whom he hadn't seen m
seven years. Bruce spent three days discussmg beliefs and comic-
lions, explaimng the '60s and trying to help the colonel under-
stand his son.
Four months later, Bruce was sent home with an honorable
discharge, knowing that he had the strength to stand [or what he
believed no matter what the consequences.
Excerpted from all article by Lisa Silva that was OJigil1ally pub-
lished ill Seattle Pacific Ut1iversity\ student newspaper, The Falcon, ill
January of 1998
in signrficant ways. There
comes a day in which they
bring a dimension of Christian
faith and expression that IS m
some way them teaching us.
They've been real examples to
us: Karen, through her pas-
sion for social jusnce, and
Chris, through his hean for the
poor and his charismatic
expression of faith, his
dependence on the Holy Spirit.
As president of a small college,
obviously there are so llUI11y
things to do that you could fill
every hour of every day How
do you go about setting pliori-
ties, and how do you mahe
sure that you save time for Di,
your family and interests out-
side of work?
I think one of the things
that has been really good about
my experience the last 3 1/2
years as provost is that its that
"It's very important to me
that Ihave time alone for
prayer every day."..
son of job with wide-ranging
responsibilities. You could eas-
t1ybe sucked m and never
leave time for yourself. I have
a better handle on what leader -
ship at this level of an institu-
non means because of that
experience.
It's very important to me
that I have time alone in
prayer every day. At SPU there
was this wonderful prayer
chapel on campus that I would
go to on the way to the olTice.
I haven't found a little chapel
here yet to do that; I'm not
sure qu.te where that's going to
be. But it will be an important
place for me.
I have also decided to
block out the first couple
hours of the day to do a num-
ber of things: first, to get really
oriented for all the rest of that
day, and secondly, to do rellec-
live thinking of bigger-picture
things. Then I block out times
for the wrrling tasks that I
know are part of the Job.
The other thing is to use
meal times for contact with
people. We'd be eating any-
way, so this is a great opportu-
m.y for me to be in contact
with students, faculty, commu-
nity people.
I've thought of spans as a
release all my life. Golf is one
of the most relaxing thmgs I
can do. I do like to exercise, to
Jog. I also like music and pho-
tography, which are things that
I will build into my schedule.
BI"ceMurphyas coach oj
NOI"tl1westernls soccer dub in the
mld-1970s.
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Do you play an illStmment?
[ learned the violm grow-
ing up. My mom was very
musical; she sang on the radio
in Chicago and at Moody Bible
lnstirute. She had a dream
that her son would play the
violin and her daughters
would play the plano. [was
faithful to the attempt, but it
was a great day for the world
when I put the violm away
You mentioned sports-you
coached Northweslems soccer
club in the 1970s. Was soccer
your big sport growing up?
Actually, growing up m
Chicago m the '50s I didn't
even know there was soccer. 1
grew up playmg baseball, foot-
ball and basketbalL I was a
95-pound freshman quarter-
back in hIgh school I played
baseball all the way through
Northwestern Classic
high school At Wheaton, I
played baseball and soccer my
freshman year. It was my first
encounter with soccer; I really
loved it When I realized that
I felt really good if I was able
to even foul a curve ball, I
thought baseball was probably
not for me. So I focused on
soccer and was captam my
senior year I tell people I
played soccer before you had
to be very good to play soccer
Whal adjectives would you
use to desaibe Di?
Very devout, stable and
dependable, personable, artic-
ulate. Shes a very caring per-
son, and very insightful And
she laughs at my Jokes...
o
The Prexy experiment
Prexy House
(now Granberg
Hall) was an
experiment to
try to bridge the
gap that often
exists between
academics and
student life...
From 1976-78, when Bruce served as
Northwesterns dean of campus hfe m addition
to his role as associate professor of history, his
family lived with 14 studerus each year in
Prexy House (now Granberg Hall). It was an
experiment to try to bndge the gap that often
exists between academics and student life.
"We were trying to model something-bring-
ing together experiences outside the classroom
WIth those m the classroom to show how that
can enhance learning," Bruce recalls. He and
DIane, a physical education instrucror, taught a
seminar on Christ and culture and participated
with the students m regular devotional times, concert and lecture
attendance, meals and even service projects.
"We loved it," says Bruce. 'The quality of students m the
program and the quality of student response were both very posi-
tive. What we did there has been central to what we've done
throughout our career-focusing on how we really learn and try-
ing to bring the ngorous intellectual process of thinking together
with community, relationships and worship. Those things need
to work together if we're going to learn the truth and actually live
it."
The students in the Living and Learning Project knew the
Murphys as "Murph" and "Di" and felt part of a close family
atmosphere. They clowned around with Bruce and Diane's chil-
dren, Karen and Chris, who were both under 10 at the tune;
washed dishes together; shared prayer times; and had deep dis-
CUSSlOns,
Gany Brumels '7B appreciated the diversity of those m the
house. "We had students from the Philippines, Kenya and across
the United States. Each of us came from a different walk of life
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[with] different goals and ambitions. I remember the evening get-
togethers where we would discuss different philosophies and val-
ues."
Cindy Vande Stouwe '78 says Bruce and Diane showed a
genuine interest in the students that made an impact on them.
'The college years are years of considerable change for a person-
becommg an adult, deciding on a career, etc-and both Murph
and Oi helped me find my way"
"The Murphys gave up a lot for this experiment," says
Bmmels. "To grve up your home, move mto this residence, take
responsibility for many college students and put your family nght
m the middle of It all is amazing. One could see that they wanted
to Impact students' lives, and they did They were great examples
of how to live the Christian life They not only talked the talk,
but they walked the walk."
Northwestern Classic Coverstory
Northwestems First lady Di
"Diane is a real people
perSOfL She really
values people and the
sodal interaction with
them, regardless of who
they are or what station
they are at in life,"
She's a lifelong educator
..!'+-..,..... who is held in high esteem for
her research on novice teachers.
Shes a playful woman
who built a snowman In front of
the presidents home shortly
after she moved mto it.
Shes a faithful spouse
who says one of her mam roles
is to encourage her husband.
Meet Diane Murphy, Northwesterns new First Lady.
A pastor's daughter who grew up near
Akron, OhIO, Diane majored in physical educa-
tion at Wheaton College. She says the women FE
professors there were very influential in her life.
"They invested themselves-they wanted to know
us personally; they taught us well; they prayed
with and for us. I wanted to model my own
teaching after that."
She taught high school PE and also worked
on a masters degree while her new husband,
Bruce, was taking doctoral courses at Northern
Illinois University As he taught at Northwestern
and Whitworth College and they raised their chil-
dren, she also taught at the two colleges.
When Bruce became minister of education at
a Presbyterian church near San Diego in 1984,
Diane began working on her Ph.D in cumculum
and instruction, graduatmg from Claremont Graduate School/San
Diego State University (SDSU) in 1988 After graduation she was
involved in a statewide research program on education for new
teachers "That was wonderful because I was able to really learn
what it's like in the begilmmg years of teaching. Part of that dealt
WIth teaching in minority-impacted schools-preparing teachers
to really understand dilfereru cultures," she says.
From 1991 umil this spring, she was a full-time professor m
the masters in teacliing program at Seattle University (SU), where
her colleagues speak glowingly about her "Diane was well-loved
by her students, a model teacher," says Dr. Margit McGuire, direc-
tor of the SU program. Adds Dr Sue Schmitt, dean of Seattles
School of Education, "She was a big piece of the heart of our pro-
gram. She will be extremely difficult to replace."
McGuire concurs with Bruce's assessment that Diane is velY
..
insightful. "We really listened to her viewpoint-sought her
out-because she thought things through so well. I trusted her
judgment."
Because of her previous work m California. Diane helped the
state of Washington start a program for novice teachers. "She put
us on the map as far as working with teachers in the first years of
their career," says Schmitt "Shes extremely well-respected at the
state level. She was listened to; if she made a recommendation,
policies were changed,"
As she contemplates her role as Northwesterns First Lady,
DIane says teachmg will defLmtelybe a part of it becanse its an
essential component of who she is. She will teach
part time-perhaps human relations and educa-
tional psychology-and she would like to team-
teach a freshman semmar with Bruce.
Intensely interested m cultural diversity-;
through both her prevIous prolessional experi-
ences and her family relationships-Diane says
she's anxious to get to know Northwesterns inter-
national students. "We have so much to learn
from the people who come here, and we have so
much to share. A lot of understanding has to go
into It to open those doors. Much is happening
with internationals on campus, I just want to
know and be a paruciparu."
Drane also seeks to continue a responsibility
she felt when BLUcewas a pastor and a provost "I
have a role as a spouse to support him, to encour-
age him in ways that no one else can. Thats very important."
Frlends say that Dianes engaging personality and genuine
care for others will enable her to be a good teammate with Bruce
in mteractmg wuh people on behalf of Northwestern. "Diane ISa
real people person," comments McGulre. "She really values peo-
ple and the SOCIalinteraction with them, regardless of who they
are or what station they are at in life."
"Drane ISfull of energy; she lights up a room," says Schmitt.
"She is passionate about people. She is extremely bnght, but with
a caring nature that makes you want to be In the room with her."
"I have what I consider 'Great People in My Life,' whom I
look to as role models," says McGuire. "There are only three or
four of them, and Diane is one. I have the greatest admiration for
her as a person and as an educator"
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Gm eds, and electives-tlle brute and bliss of college students wlw Ilave to deade every fall and spring wlU11classes tlley must ta/Ii?
and wllat classes tlley may take, Every semester tile decisions get tougller as tile catalog grows with courses tllat are being offered
and taught in creative and ll11COnVennonalways,
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Brains in a vat. On
a February Monday night in
Dr. Randy jensens Philosophy
250 course, students have Just
finished watching big-screen
block-buster "The Matrix:' and
they're cliscussmg how we
know what we know about the
world around us. What If
we're just brams in a vat, being
fed experiences via electrical
currents and chemicals?
The course, Philosophy
and Science Fiction, ISIcnsens
attempt at jazzing up the study
of contemporary philosophy
A hfelong fan of sci fi, Jensen
says, "Philosophy and science
fiction are kindred spirits, both
animated by a sense of wonder
and by the seemingly limitless
possibilities that Irebefore us."
Movies like "The Matrix"
and "12 Monkeys" and stories
by scieuce fiction "Titers like
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"I've been especially
challenged by our discus-
sions of mind/soul duality,"
said junior religion major
Tim Breen
Ray Bradbury are sparking
class and lisrserv discussions
among the courses 15 stu-
dents, mostly non-majors,
about actual versus perceived
reality. "Since Descanes, every
lntroduction to Philosophy
course asks students, 'How do
you know
you're not
dreaming right
now) What if
you're being
deceived by
your surround-
ings)'" explams
Jensen. "The
matrix and Star
Trek's holodeck
lead to key
philosophical quesnons about
the nature of reality and how
we know what we know."
"What if . is a com-
mon starting point for philoso-
phers, and in this new
Northwestern course, science
fiction is the starting point for
a number of "What ifs."
Having explored the philo-
sophical implications and
questions raised by the possi-
bility of virtual reality and time
travel, the students moved on
to consciousness and artificial
intelligence, reading stories by
Isaac Asimov and watching
episodes of "Star Trek The
Next Generation:' in which the
android Data is an artihcially
intelligent member of the
Spaceship Enterprises crew
"What is H
to be a per-
son?" Jensen
asks the stu-
dents. "Is it
Just to be a
human
being) And
what does It
mean to have
a mind)
Does it sim-
ply mean we have more
..
sophisticated brains than other
species, or does it suggest that
there is some immaterial part
of us, something that soence is
unable to explam-something
like a soul)"
"I've been especially chal-
lenged by our discussions of
mmclJsoul duality," said junior
religion major Tim Breen.
"Modem science and philoso-
phy have concluded that there
really ISno soul. Clearly this
presents theological problems
for Christians. So do we avoid
the issue? Or attempt to solve
it?"
"The nature of person,
mmd and soul are important
for Christians to think about:'
says Jensen "Here at a

A Sweet Sweep ...continued from page 1
Long before earning two new banners for the Bultman Center,
Northwestern's men's and women's teams committed themselves to
hard work, a family emphasis and higher goals than winning games. The
women, national runners-up in 2000, were ranked first in the pre-season
poll and had the title in sight. Yet Coach Earl Woudstra '78 emphasized
"enjoying the journey" and encouraged his players to acknowledge and
use their different gifts.
The 10 letterwinners returning from last year's national-qualifying
men's team met a new head coach on the bench, Kris Korver '92.
Korver, who later became the first person to play in an NAIA national
championship game (the Raiders' overtime loss to Grace College in
1992) and to coach in a title game, chose "Live with the end in sight" as
: the team's motto. He emphasized the need for players to believe in
themselves and each other.
Both teams were among the nation's best in scoring and field goal
percentage during the regular season (the women averaging 81.2 points
and shooting at a 49.9 percent clip, while the men poured in 92 points a
game and compiled a 51.3 shooting percentage). Korver's Raiders were
first nationally in free-throw shooting, hitting 76.9 percent. The women
set 19 new school records.
Both squads won the regular-season championship and post-season
tournament of the new Great Plains Athletic Conference, the women
outscoring opponents by 16 points a game while the men played in six
overtime periods. Heading into the national tournament, Woudstra's
women were seeded second and the men were seeded seventh.
Playing in the national tourney at the Sioux City Auditorium for the
third year in a row, the women won their games by an average of 21
points. In Point Lookout. Mo.. the men faced
always found a way to win.
Woudstra said the tLanl's quickness, toi
set the tempo of the gar .6 were among the k
son. Also vital was an uncanny sense of kno
were going to do on the court.
In his last instructions before the natiom
began, Woudstra challenged the Raiders to "c
manner worthy of the goeDel of Christ" (Philip
later, "That's exactly what they did. They wen
were happy, but they didn t do anything to dra
And they embodied the ioea of TEAM (Togethe
More)." 1
At the welcome-home c lebration, senior
his team in this way: "You I+ok at our team c
win a national championshld?' There's not ar
don't look intimidating. CJt we all play togeth
Coach Korver says the Raiders' unselflsr
plays when it counted were among the seaso
ber of guys who know how to win and like ben
tions. When the stakes are high, they are at
"It's awesome to be able to say we won
Korver, who describes the moment as a mark
neys. "You see how good God's been in the I
in the future. But the championship is tempo
joy definitely comes from Jesus and your fami
the character you're devploplng, that's what's
toLL IN '7f7-£ rtoMILY
Eari Woudstra's NWCwomen's basketball team including daugh
national title, but the head coach still looked nervous. Scrambling for a
celebrate with his team and supporters while listenIng to the men's cha
son Brandon was playing.
By the time March 13 had ended, all three woucstras were natic
women's coach of the year. Brandon, a 6-3 sophomore guard, was the
And Jaime, a 5-11 freshman forward, was on the women's all-tourney te
The Woudstra family is anchored by many Northwestern basketball
nus, played for the Raiders, was a men's assistant coach for 10 years (
enth season as women's coach. His wife, Karen (De Boer), set NWC ce
ing records by the time she graduated in 1979. Earl's,brother, Jim '74,
time scoring record.
Brandon and Jaime grew up with Northwestern basketball, gettin
father, going to practices and games, watching the 1thletes' talent and,
of playing for the Red and White. But both say the Wo~dstra family is IT
"Basketball isn't something we think about constantly," explains Brandon. "ctiurparentsj!lw,lY'
rounded." Adds Jaime, "There are much more important things than sports-fafl)'ly, i~
"I just feel like our family's really been blessed," says Earl. "Northwestet , h"S .
grateful for the campus community and how they've impacted our family."
"March Madness usually shines on the Du
and Iowa States of the college basketball
night, though, one of the sport's most im
unfolded involving Northwestern ge
Des Moines Register, March 15, 2001, Pag, ~n
neet
T...~
sm
t. Mo.. the men faced narrower decisions, but
/In,
tLanl's quickness, tough defense and ability to
r .6 were among the keys of their successful sea-
mcanny sense of knowing what their teammates
court.
ms before the national championship game
1ged the Raiders to "conduct yourselves in a
JeDel of Christ" (Philippians 1:27), He reflected
at they did. They were gracious in winning; they
In t do anything to draw attention to themselves,
ioea of TEAM (Together Everybody Achieves
ne cl,ebration, senior Eric Vande Hoef described
'au I+ok at our team and you think, 'How did they
IShld?' There's not an athlete on the team. We
CJt we all play together and know our roles,"
the Raiders' unselfishness and knack for making
ere among the season's keys. "We have a nu
)W to win and like being in pressure-packed sit
are high, they are at their best."
e able to say we won our last game," refleets
1e moment as a marker in the players' life jo •
Jd God's been in the past and how good He'll be
ldmpionship is temporary. Your fulfillment and
1 Jesus and your family. Who you're becoming,
eloping, that's what's going to last."
earn including daughter Jaime, had just WQl) a
JUS, Scrambling for a radio, Woudstra tried 19
"lIng to the men's championship game in which
woucstras were national champions. Earl was
more guard, was the men's tournament M~
vomen's all-tourney team. A terrific trifeeta,
thwestern basketball roots, Earl, a 1978'altJnl,
t coach for 10 years and just finished his sev-
De Boer), set NWC career rebounding and scllf-
3r1's,brother, Jim '74, still holds the men's all·
ern basketball, getting pointers from their
1thletes' talent and character, and dreaming
Wo~dstra family IS much more than the sport.
"ctiur parentsj!lwws stressed being well-
-tarryly, i f", ite- centered on God,"
,h"S c r lIy
-
Earl Woudstra
The 2001 national champs (lett to right): Earl Woudstra,
head coach; Rachel Binneboese; Kristi Kurtzleben; Kristy Wagenaar;
Beth Harding; Sara Friedrichsen; Katie Stanley; Jill Timmer; Maria De
Jong: Jennifer Recker; Jaime Woudstra; Carmen Walker; Heather
Block; Jessica Ortman; Katie Vogel; Kara Christoffer; JJ Fedders,
assistant coach; and Breanne Aalbers, manager.
Women
89-64 St. Joseph(VT)
Notes
57% shooting, Binneboese 23
points and 14 rebounds, held
51. Joseph to 39% shooting,
rebounding margin of 10
Binneboese 31 points and 12
rebounds, held Peru State to
34% shooting
57% shooting, Woudstra 30
points, Friedrichsen 19 points,
Binneboese 14 rebounds, 23 of
28 free throws, held Bethel to
38% shooting
Binneboese 30 points,
Woudstra 9 rebounds
58% shooting, Christoffer 20
points, Binneboese 19 points,
Recker 7 assists, held
Albertson to 37% shooting
The 2001 national champs (left to right): Dave Schroeder, assistant
coach; Art De Vos, manager; Rick Clark, assistant coach; Jon Van aruggen:
Joe Wick; Jerod Hoegh; Lee wouostre: Lance Reinke; Reid Van Dis; Ben
Gerleman; Ryan Davelaar: Eric Vande Hoef; Brandon Jacobson; Keith
Ranschau; Brandon Woudstra: Marcus Leroux: Andy Hugen. student coach;
Jason Koczman; Eric Copeland, trainer; and Kris Korver, head coach.
76-61 Peru State (NE)
8S·67 Bethel (IN)
78-59 Sterling (KS)
77-50 Albertson (lD)
Men
83-77 Northwestern(MN) Gerleman 23 points, Woudstra
20 points
51% shooting, came back from
10-point halftime deficit, held
Tabor to 41% shooting,
Jacobson 10 rebounds
Woudstra 29 points, 24 of 28
free throws
59% shooting, 5 players in dou-
ble figures, Reinke 7 assists,
rebounding margin of 12
56% shooting, 11 of 14 free
throws, Woudstra 31 points,
Jacobson 10 rebounds
NIt7/7DNItL-
(;HltMP/DN j71-63 Tabor(KS)
110-91 RioGrande(OH)
2001
2001
2001
1983
1973
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Jacob Koczrnan. eOOm, Indoor Track
Football
Football
87-79 Albertson (lD)
82- 78 MidAmerican Nazarene(KS)
flNItL rDl)ff
ItPP£MItN(;£j
,60.
j For m~t~nd artjJ:leson the
'I11e~~tfRI~111~sbasketball teams'
am.g Yc88l',c~~~h~ir pagesat www.nwciowa.edu .•
~'.jjI
FOOl!>'at
Football
1992 Men's Bask
198~~g:;_ Ecotball.Semi
1981 _ .gootbafRunn -up
198~ Fo?t~all Semi- inalist
1979 F<liitballRuhner-up
1972 4i00tballRunn roup
Photo Credits:
Men's tournament: ~rian Beard, Creative Images
Wou(!stras: Jerr1 Mennenga, Copyright 2001 The Sioux City Journal
All other photos: Tom Becker
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Christian college, nearly every-
one believes human beings are
a physical body and an imma-
terial soul thats somehow con-
nected to the body, but the
reality is that thats not taken
seriously outside Christian cir-
cles. So we need to thmk care-
fully about how we should
respond."
"Ihis class has exercised
some of the dark, cobwebbed
corners of my human intel-
lect," adds Breen. "Chnstianity
often must be consulted to
shed hght onto some of the
.ssues where philosophy, hke
all human soences and truth-
detecting devices, comes up
short"
Ajay Eshcol, sophomore
biology major, adds, 'The fur-
ther I get into philosophy, the
more I find that its not about
finding an answer, but about
findmg many possible answers
while makmg sure no possibil-
ity is seen as the answer. 1
think this IS at the heart of
Christianity, too. We need to
acknowledge how ignorant we
really are and continually seek
God-never be satisfied with
or completely trust any prod-
uct of the human intellect."
A class in conflict.
After spring break, President
Murphy visited Dr Doug
Carlsons History 35 I class.
Not to evaluate Carlson's per-
lormance, not to subsntute as
history professor (although
Murphy has experience in
Nonhwesterns h.story class-
rooms) but to be interviewed
by the students about Vietnam
and his experiences as a soldier
there in the 1960s.
History 351, another of
Northwesterns spnng semester
offerings, is titled The Umted
States and the Vietnam War.
The 20 history and non-histo-
ry majors in the class have had
the opportunity to watch John
Waynes "The Green Berets"
and other less war-glonfying
movies like "Deer Hunter,"
"Platoon" and "Full Metal
Jacket." And they're listening
to music like "Born in the
USA" by Bruce Springsteen, "I
Ain't Marchin' Anymore" by
Phil Ochs and "The Fightin'
Side of Me" by Merle Haggard.
A 19th century historian,
Carlson has studied the Civil
War much more intensely than
the Vietnam War But he grad-
uated from college dunng the
Vietnam War, and coming of
age m the '60s means he feels
dilTerently about war, the gov-
ernment and Americas
involvement in other countries'
affairs than his students, most
of whom feel lukewarm about
the Cold War and who can't
understand why Americans
were fighting alongside South
Vietnamese who, al best, were
ambivalent about our assis-
tance.
"1always get the tmpres-
sion that Vietnam is something
people don't want to talk
Academicprofile
about," said sophomore history
major Rebecca Vander Molen.
"If I ask someone about it, its
never something the person
talks about with pride. Its
always discussed with an air of
tragedy and sadness.
'The hardest thmg for me
to understand is why we chose
to get so heavily and fruitlessly
involved," she adds. "How
could brilliant and able leaders
MyLai
A Brief History with Documents
James S. Olson and llimdy Roberts
be so short-sighted? It seems
cut and dried at a glance, but
through the class I'm learnmg
more about what an agonizing
decision it was for our presi-
dents at that tune."
"If I'd have taught this
course 20 years ago, ] would've
been talking to students who
knew and understood the Cold
War," explains Carlson. "Now
1 lind] have to try to recreate
the fears of the Cold War-
about which the students
know nothing-so they can
understand why some of our
leaders of that era made deci-
sions that don't make sense
now.
"1 think the war was a
mistake, and we talk about
17 "" Spring 2001
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that in class But I'm mcluding
a broad range of thinking and
experience about the war-s-the
students have to personally
interview someone who lived
through Vietnam, and they're
reading both American and
Vietnamese personal accounts
and other war literature. I
want to do justice both to
those who su pported and
those who came to oppose the
Vietnam War~to explore what
an agonizing time it was for us
as a nation."
A relatively new student
together without conflict.
Living through Vietnam and
Watergate, I've come to see my
Amencan citizenship and my
citizenship in the Kingdom of
God as distinct and even, at
times, m conflict. Iwrestle
with that relationship, and I
wam the students to also."
"I've been forced through
this class to rethink my dual
citizenship,' said senior history
major Ryan Petersen. "The
Kingdom of God must always
supercede my allegiance to the
United States."
"Growing up, I was an American and a Christian, and
tlwse blended together witlwut conflict. Living through
Vietnam and Watagate, I've come to see my American dti-
zenship and my dtizenship in the Kingdom of God as dis-
tinct and even, at times, in conflict. Iwrestle with that rela-
tionship, and Iwant the students to also."
...
of the Vietnam War himself,
Carlson claims he is learning
from the research he's doing
for his own course: "I've come
to a better understanding of an
America that was at the height
of its power after WWlI, oper-
atrng on what were noble
intentions, trying to exert
power and failmg to do so.
I've realized that naivete and
pride were operating at the
same time. We learned that
our abrlity to influence things
m the world was limued, and
we've never been the same
since
Carlson adds, "Grovving
up, I was an American and a
Chnstian, and those blended
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"I have felt challenged by
trying to decide what a
Christian should do in the face
of war," said Vander Molen.
"Should Iftght in something I
don't believe m because I need
to follow the government God
has established? Or do I resist)
Where do my rights end and
my responsibilities begin)"
Sophomore lustory major
Penny De Haan added, "I've
searched for an appropnate
response to war To gam the
promised land, the Israelites
liad to ftght many battles-i-but
would Jesus fight in a war)
I'm still struggling with that
question."
Northwestern Classic
"Would the
world be a better
place if women
were in control?"
Senior English major Tom
Truesdell wants to know. In
favor of equality for women,
he admits, "My ideology fits
well in everyday society. but
I've had a difficult time recon-
ciling u with my faith. Can
feminism he supported bibli-
cally)"
Truesdell and his wife,
Elizabeth, a senior biology
major, are among 17 students
taking Dr John Brogans and
MARYmWART V,~\1[EL~\~~
•
Dr Sara Tolsma's Women, Men
and Gender course The lion-
Drs seminar has attracted a
broad range of majors who
want a better understanding of
the roles of men and women in
society, in the workplace, m
the church, and in their own
future families Brogan and
Tolsma represent vastly differ-
ent discip.ines: religion and
biology
The text for the course,
Mary Stewart Van Leeuwens
Gender alld Grace, begins by
examining male and female
roles and responsibilities in the
Garden of Eden, challenging
students to ask what gender
relallonships looked like before
tlie fall-and then, what could
redeemed relationships look
like?
"There are very different
ways that biblical scholars have
interpreted Genesis 1-3," said
Brogan to rhe students. "Some
tlieologians argue tliat men
and women were created equal
and that tne fall introduced a
hierarchy between tne sexes.
Others claim that the hierarchy
existed from creanon and that
the faUInstead introduced
Northwestern Classic
abuse into the hierarchy"
"I'm really curious," said
Junior biology/chermstry major
Tom Did.er. "I completed a
Bible study on gender roles last
semester, and there are many
issues where that Christian
author disagrees with the
Christian author of this book
Now I have to form my own
perspective."
Sophomore humaniues
major Sarah Asp admitted the
gender course has her recon-
sidering "I'd always held that
God set up male and female
roles in society and that we
were somehow programmed to
behave how we do. Thats
been challenged in class, and
I'm learning how much culture
as well as the lall have to do
with gender roles."
After Genesis, the stu-
dents explored genes and chro-
mosomes. The non-biology
majors, includmg Brogan, were
amazed to learn how similar
-
males and females are at the
chromosomal level. "At eight
weeks after conception, you
don't even have a visible sex
yet," explains Tolsma, who
teaches students that oiologi-
cally, gender operates on more
of a continuum than in distinct
categories-and its more com-
phcated than gemtaha.
"Fem.nists, or people who
believed that women should
have equal status and treat-
ment, used to be called her-
maphrodites," Tolsma told the
students, "not because biologi-
cally they weren't women, but
because they didn't behave like
women. They didn't think the
way society thought women
should think, so they weren't
sufRerently feminine to be
called female."
"I had no idea," said
Brogan in response to Tolsma's
lesson on male and female
chromosomes and hormones.
"Now I have new questions
about what is male and what is
female. The Bible views them
as distinct categones, but a
biological contmuum makes
categorization more difficult
and restrictive,"
"I'rn learning tons," sald
Tolsma after the next class,
which went back to the Bible
for direction "It's been a long
time smce I studied I
Corinthians II and 14 where
Paul seems to contradict him-
self over the course of a few
chapters. John showed stu-
dents where Paul says women
should cover their heads when
they pray and prophesy in
church; then in the next pas-
sage It says women should be
quiet in church, go home and
ask their husbands."
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"We let the students dis-
cuss those passages in groups,"
said Brogan, "and Sara and I
overheard them saying things
like. 'How could Paul say that?'
and 'That makes me mad,' as
they struggled to apply
Scripture to Irving as men and
women in the 21st century"
Pam Hendel, a sopho-
more English major, said, "Its
been challenging to hear what
the Bible says abour womens
roles and try to understand
why Spint-mspred people
"It's been challenging to
hear what the Bible says
about womens roles arn1 try
to urulerstaml why Spirit-
inspired people would reject
the contribution of women
in their church when both
males arn1 females are
Gods image-bearers,"..
would reject the contnbur.on
of women in their church
when both males and females
are Gods image-bearers."
"We understand that God
created us as equal and in His
image, bur what this class is
doing lShelping us decipher
what that means in our every-
day lives," said Asp. The stu-
dents are halfway through the
course, and shes wondering,
"Is It possible for men and
women to coexist equally in
our fallen world?"
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Four years ago, Dave Perrigo was looking at the prospects of
playing football before 18,000 fans for one of the leading teams In
the NCAA Div. 11 Today, he plays before crowds of 2,000 for one
of the best teams in the NAIA And hes having the time of his life.
"1 definitely wouldn't change my decision to come to
Northwestern for the world. Its the best decision 1ever have
'" made," says Penigo, a Junior
physical education major "Its a
diferent atmosphere at games,
but thats not the reason you
play-you play because you love
the game. The support here is
unbelievable for the size of the
college."
Perrigo spent his first year
of college as a red-shin at North Dakota State University "1was
slated to be the number one punt and kickoff returner, but then I
tore up my shoulder in a scrimmage the week before the season
started,' he explains.
In spnng football Perrigo was penciled into the starting tail-
back spot, replacing a guy who moved on to the Green Bay
Packers. "1was not ready for that as a freshman,' says Perrigo, who
also had considered NWC and Iowa State University as a hlgh
school senior. "1 ielt lots of pressure from the coaching staff-
derogatory comments, yelling, swearing. I decided that I didn't like
the big university football atmosphere, and that the small Chrisnan
college was definitely the place for me."
Penigo transfened to NWC in the fall of 1998 and found it to
be a much better fit. "The main emphasis here is making us better
"The main emphasis here is
making us better men-
better husbanJs am!fathers
in the future." ..
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Dave Pemgo\ autographed wsey sold for 1250 at the Gala AuCt101l ill Febntmy.
men-better husbands and lathers m the future," says Perrigo, who
married Raider volleyball player Julie Jansen last summer 'Thats
one of the reasons we're so successful here; we take football as a
learning experience for life. 1 really llke the family environment-s-
theres not a guy on the team who wouldn't do something for you if
you were going through tough times."
Penigo, a 6-0, 192-pound running back from Algona, Iowa,
had the season dreams are made of last faIL He set NAlA national
records for both single-season rushing yardage and carries, gaining
2,504 yards on 38L attempts, as the 9-4 Raiders advanced to the
Final Four o[ the playoffs. Perrigo, who had 28 touchdowns [or
the year, also set a single-game school rushing record with 322
yards. In addition, he was quarterback Cam Smith's fourth-Ieadmg
pass target, gaining 348 yards on 22 receptions. Named one of L5
finalists for the Rawllngs-NAlA football player of the year, Perrigo
earned first team All-American honors [rom both the NAIA and
0011 Hansen' National Weekly Football Gazette.
After gaining 683 yards and 891 yards, respectively, in his first
two years as a Raider, Perngo worked hard on strength and speed
contilltted 011 page 30
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"Shes one of the really exceptional kind of players you may only see alICe in awhile," Coach Earl
Woudstra says of Rachel Binneboese. "There is a direct correlatiml between the success our womens
basketball program has had alld Rachels involvement in it"
The Orange
City semor
finished her
career as the
leading scorer
in school his-
tory with
2,517 pomts,
topping the
previous
wornens
record of
2,215 set by
Melinda
(Mellema '90)
Kaemingk
and the men's
record of 2,386 set by Jim
Woudstra '74. She also set
school womens records for
rebounds, 1,119, and steals,
291.
Starling every game she
played in, the 5-10 forward
was a major catalyst in the
Raiders' 101-27 record over
her four years. Duling that
time, NWC qualified for the
"She demonstrated an
ina edible work ethic, a
strong desire to do things
really well"
national tourney the last three
years, finished as runner-up
last year and won the title this
season.
An All-American each
year, Bmneboese was named
the NAIA
womens bas-
ketball player
of the ycar
last season,
averaging
18.8 points
and 8.8
rebounds per
game. This
year she received that award
again after comnbuung 21
penns and 9.7 rebounds for
the 32-4 Raiders and being
among the nations leaders m
scaling and field goal percent-
age (58 percent). The national
winner of the NA1% Liston
Award for outstanding scholar-
ship, character and playmg
abihty last year, she also was
an NAIA Scholar-Athlete the
by Duane Beeson
eurt:
..
last two seasons.
With all of the recogmtion
Bmneboese received in her
junior year, she was even more
of a marked woman :01' oppo-
nents this season. "She ecog~
nized that
teams would
take away some
thmgs she can
do, so she start-
ed domg some
other things to
make them
adjust," says
Woudstra. "She
became much more cllecuve at
the pull-up Jump shot or the
15-18 foot shot. Teams had to
..
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respect her as more than an
attacker."
Bmneboese says there was
a positive about bell1g double-
and triple-teamed: "There was
always a teammate, if not two,
wide open. I was confident
that they could hit the shot.
That prevented me from get-
ting frustrated; it didnt really
matter who scored"
Her coach describes
Binneboese as "driven," citing
her ability to narrow a focus
and pursue a goal as one of the
keys behind her success both
in the classroom and on the
court. "She demonstrated an
incredible work ethic, a strong
desire to do things really well
She played through a lot of
injury Site led so much by
example, she set the tone for
-
continued on page 29
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~ Frightened of death by an odd series of car acddents in her early 20s living in the Netherlands, Cheryl (Peters, Class of
:::J '69) Buxamusa turned to her friend, Corrie Ten Boom, who told her in person the same story she has told millions through
E her bestseller, The Hiding Place.
III
>(
:::J
!Xl-::......
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(.) Corne told her: "When Iwas a little girl and afraid of
dying, my papa said, 'When you and I go to Amsterdam,
when do I give you your ticket? Do Igive it to you two
weeks before the trip?'
"No:' I said, "You give it to me just before we go on the train
"So it is with death: my papa said, 'When your nme comes, your
Father will give you everything you need.'"
Cheryl remembers, "I looked up at her and said, 'Corrie, 1 want to
be like you.'
"Come said to me, 'Oh Cheryl, do you know what my life is
like? Do you really want my life? Iam what I am because of
that concentration camp-it formed me. Many people don't
want any problems, but they will fonn you. You could be a
diamond, Cheryl, but the lord will have to chip away at
you. He'll sharpen you so one day you will sparkle-but
first He'll keep breaking you and breaking you."
Cheryl says she has experienced breakage-a bat-
tie with cancer, the end of her Iirsi mamage and
raising two kids alone. "Before those things I
didnt know what it was like to suffer, to be
depressed," she said. "l used to tell people,
you just have to get the victory with Jesus
and be happy But now I've felt the valley
of the shadow of death, and it took
away my pride and easy answers."
Cheryl grew up in Orange City
and attended Northwestern for
two and a half years before mov-
ing to Holland to be a mission-
ary with Youth for Christ.
She went first lor a semes-
ter, singrng with Youth
for Christ, and she
remembers, "l was
J I~~x~IjG~ very touched by thetx >& ~ x>& young people-
all the hippies.
I~:X!x~ ~ It was the late
'60s, and
U~r T nF( D~~~are
m•
Amsterdam was covered with many disillusioned
American hippies who'd ended up there because of the
freer drug culture."
Cheryl fell in love with Holland and a Hollander who was
working with Youth for Chnst. The two marned and mrnistered
together in the Netherlands for 17 years. In the beginning, Cheryl
sang, performed and trained music teams for Youth for Christ. later,
after she read Brother Andrews book and met him, she and her hus-
band and their church became involved with his ministry to the
suffering church m Eastern Europe, smuggllOg Bibles behind the
[ron Curtain.
Through Brother Andrew, Cheryl met Corrie Ten Boom.
Corrie invited Chery. to sing at her next crusade, and soon
Cheryl was a regular participant m Carries speaking
engagements. As their friendship grew, Cheryl heard
many of Carries stories about Gods faithfulness in all
circumstances firsthand, and she stil! cherishes a
'Jesus is Victor" needlework done by Corrie.
Through Carries influence, Cheryl poured
herself into starting a new ministry .n Holland,
Women's Aglow Fellowshrp, a group of
women ministering to women. She became
Hollands national president and spent the
summer of 1985 traveling and speaking
around the U.s By August she was
tired and ready to admit that her
malTIage was commg apart.
"I was a missionary, and
everyone expects your mar-
riage won't Iail if you're a
missionary But 1 made a
major mrstake by gomg
to Holland without the
support of a specific
church behind me.
We had financial
problems and
no way of tak-
109 a fur-
lough 1
was very
out of
by Tamara Fynaardt
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''You could be a diam.otUl,
Chery~ but the Lord will have
to chip away at you. He'll
sharpen you so one day you
will sparkle." ..
NorLhwesLern ClassIc
touch with my family in
Orange City My husband
became very mesmerized by
television evangelism, and
while I'd parnc.pated in Dutch
TV, I wasn't as captivated as he
was."
A cancer diagnosis forced
Cheryl to stay in the US, close
to her parents and excellent
medical treatment. She used
the opportunity to return to
Northwestern, takmg classes
between treatments and finally
graduating With a theatre major
in 1986.
Her marriage had ended,
and with two teenagers to sup-
port, Cheryl added a teaching
degree from William Penn
College m Oskaloosa, Iowa,
and became a high school the-
atre, speech and creative writ-
ing teacher She taught several
years in high schools m Iowa
and eventually took a job at
Basics and Beyond, an alterna-
tive high school run by Des
Momes Area Community
College (DMACC) for stu-
dents who'd been removed
from the regular high school
system
"1 discovered my teach-
ing talem was reachmg the
unreachable kid," she said, "so
I found my niche m the alter-
native high school. The stu-
dents were sometimes danger-
ous and volatile, and they
acted like nothing impressed
them," which Cheryl consid-
ered a challenge-and another
mission field.
"l took them to art
exhibits. I took them to see
'jesus Chnst Superstar' and
'joseph and the Amazing
"I'm no longer ministering
to the tlwusands, but the
shop is wolU1erfUl,and
besides selling things, Ican
sit down with someone hav-
ing a bowl of soup and
some bread and listen to
their problems. Istill can
minister to their needs."..
Techmcolor Dreamcoat.' The
alternative high school allowed
more time to pull involvement
out of the kids-more time for
one-an-one ministry"
During the years her kids
were in high school and col-
lege, Cheryl sometunes worked
three jobs, teaching at Basics
and Beyond during the day,
teaching Dutch classes at
DMACC in the evenmgs and
working as a minister of music
at the Newton Reformed
Church on the weekends. "My
kids kept me gomg," she says,
"because 1needed to provide
for them"
One evening after teach-
ing at DMACC, an Internet
search for missionary friends in
the Middle East led Cheryl to
Egypt Net and to Adnan
Buxamusa, a Boston engineer
formerly from India who, after
years of e-mail correspondence
and friendship, became
Cheryls husband and current
Alumniprofile
business partner. "God is a
God of new beginnings," says
Cheryl. "ln jesus there is victo-
ry."
Cheryls ''jesus is Victor"
needlework from Conrie Ten
Boom now hangs m lier own
hidmg place, a small reading
room Riled With books about
the Holocaust behind a book-
case In a fanner Sioux County
barn. The barn has been trans-
fanned into Cheryls latest ven-
ture/ministry, The Dutch East
India Trading Company, an
Orange City antique shop filled
with treasures from Holland
and India. The shop and us
European bakery opened in
December 2000.
"My dad died last year,
and my mother needed me
here In Orange City I'm no
longer ministering to the thou-
sands, but the shop is wonder-
ful, and besides selling things, I
can sit down with someone
having a bowl of soup and
some bread and listen to their
problems. I still can minister
to their needs."
Although she never. has
lived in fear of the Nazis com-
ing to take her away in the
night like Come did, 30 years
ago Cheryl memorized I Peter
at Corries advice, and she has
continued to cling especially to
verses 6 and 7 of chapter I:
'Therefore rejoice, though now
for a little while you may have
had to suffer gnef . these
have come so that your fanh-
of greater worth than gold.
may be proved genuine."
Genume like a diamond
-
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Alumnicorner
I recently received a letter from an alumna liv-
ing in tlie Midwest It had become custom
among a group of her NWC classmates to com-
mumcate with one another at Christmas. I know
thats not earth-shattering news; many send
Christmas cards to college friends. A slight twist
in this case, however, was this person acted as a
Christmas letter broker to an entire list of fnends
from her era. Each fam.ly on the list sent one let-
ter to this alumna. She collected, copied and
mailed each letter in one packet to everyone on
the list She is the second person from this group to handle this
Job. Moving the job around helps distribute the workload and the
cost Despite the increased copying and mailing costs, these folks
have gone the extra mile to stay connected. I thought Ltwas a
good idea. If you're willing to be a Chnistmas letter broker for
your group, call this office.
In a recent mailing promoting our Netherlands bike trip this
summer, we included 4,000 quesucnna.res to alumru who attend-
ed Northwestern between 1960-1990. Your response has been
great, thank youl Keep them corning in. In the next six months,
through a variety of mailings, we will conunue to include a copy of
this questionnaire for you to complete and return. We'd like to
learn your e-mail address for an online directory and to recruit e-
mail career mentors for our current students. We also would like
to Iiave a better idea of what organizations you participated in
while you attended NWC We hope to continue offenng reunions
for alumni not just based on year of graduation but also as interest
groups. Finally, in anticipation of printing an alumni directory in
2002, having an accurate database helps us print a better directory
A copy of the questionnaire should be on our WebsLtesoon. Feel
free to pnnt a copy, complete and return it to the alumni office.
One additional question we ask is the name and ages of your
children. Assuming your children plan to attend college in the
future, we hope they have the opportumty to strongly consider
your alma mater If you haven't stayed in touch with
Northwestern since you left, I challenge you to look closer Some
alumni admit they make the rrustake of companng their
Northwestern of the '70s and '80s to those schools their children
are considenng today As good as Northwestern was then, our
memories of this place lie dormant. If we fail to recognize the
progress that has occurred, we lose the opportunity to encourage
farruIy and fnends to attend and continue the strong legacy that
exists here. By Gods grace we have moved forward into the new
century We have kept pace with technology We do offer a
strong, Christian education in a safe, nurturing environment. If we
are nor sending information to a student who can benefit from a
Northwestern experience and who can make NWC a better place,
please contact the admissions office, 1-800-747-4757
Jay Wlelenga '82
Director oj
Development
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1937
Russ Kraai, Holstein, Iowa, was
named as one of three charter mem-
bers of the Iowa Track Officials' Hall
of Fame in December. He directed
the Holstein Relays lor 41 years and
served as referee at the boys' state
track meet for 27 years. Russ received
the states outstanding official award
for boys' track and field in 1993. He
coached boys' track for 44 years, 33 of
those as head coach.
1940
Ruth Foreman Miles, Los Alamos,
N.M., and her husband, Dan, lost
their home and all their possessions in
the Cerro Grande fire. They arc now
permanently relocated, in their fourth
110me in the last three years, and buy-
ing furniture.
1956
The Rev. Dr. Marvin Hoff, Holland,
Mich., continues to serve as execuuve
director of the Foundation for
Theological Education in South East
Asia, In his role, he relates to more
than 90 seminaries in SOUlh East Asia
and 18 newly-opened seminaries in
China. He is leading a project that
wilJ computerize all of the Chinese
seminaries, and he is developing a
bibliography of theological resources
on the Internet for the use of Chinese
faculty and students
1963
Alden Berkenpas won his SOOth
career coaching win in January woen
his Maple Valley/Anthon-OLa High
School boys' basketball team defeated
Logan-Magnolia, He has coached for
30 years at Maple Valley and also
spent three seasons each at South Clay
and Gamer-Haylield. His career
record was 500-232 as of mid-January.
1965
Bob Vogelaar, Binghamton, NY, flies
business Jets for a fractional ownership
company. His daughter, Erica (6),
lives with her mal her in Alpena, Mich.
1969
The Rev. Roger Voskuil was installed
in january as the director of spiritual
care at Pirst Reformed Church in
Sioux Center. He served Alton
Reformed Church since 1991.
1970
Dr. Bob Boerigter, athletic director at
HasLings College since 1988, will
begin a new role in june. He will
serve as athletic director and chairman
of the health, physical education,
recreation and dance depanmeru at
Northwest Missouri State University in
Maryville.
Joe Petnll jr. is a coach for the
Somerville, NJ., High School football
team mat went 11-1 last fall. His son,
Jordan, is a freshman at Arizona State
University. His other son, Blake, is co-
captain of his eighth grade wrestling
ream.
The Rev. Marlin Vis now serves as an
RCA campus minister at Grand Valley
Slate University in Allendale, Mich
He previously ministered at
Beechwood Reformed Church in
Holland, Mich
Upcomingevents
Heritage Day &1Spring Reunion Dinner
(Classes of 1956, 1951 and Emeriti Alumni)
Commencement: Welcome Class of 200 I
Summer Drama Ministries Ensemble Tour
May II
May]2
June 18- Aug, 12
Homecoming 2001 &1 Inauguration of Dr. Bruce Murphy Oct. 12, 13 &: 14
Reunion classes of '01, '96, '91, '86, '81, '76, '71, '66, and '61
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Danyl Turnwall al Orange Cilil
Famler~ Market
Volunteering as
a way of life
byJoyHibma
He first started volunteermg because he enjoyed being with
friends, but before long, it became a habit. Darryl Turnwall '63
recognized that he liked to help others.
"I realized the satisfaction in helping others. Its such a
rewarding feeling," Tumwall said. "Plus, you always get back
much more than they receive."
Iurnwalls passion has been noticed by others, and he was
named Orange Citys Volunteer of the Year for 2000 by the
Chamber of Commerce.
"Its probably because of the Farmer's Market," Turnwall said. "Its somethmg I enjoy working
with. However, it took a little work to get the market to where it ISnow"
Ten years ago Turnwall took over the program. At the time, it was undergoing some dificul-
ties, but, with Iurnwalls help, It slowly became a profitable venture. This past year It had 12-15
vendors selling produce and home-baked items m Windmill Park from June to October every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday. "We're one of few to hold it three times a week," Tumwall said.
Tumwall also helps m a variety of other areas m the community He is currently the board
president lor the PIOneer Home, a home for semor citizens where he has been a board member for
many years. He also teaches in the Friendship Series, a curriculum of religious irstruction for the
developmentally disabled.
At American Reformed Church, Turnwall has served as a deacon, taught Sunday School class-
es and delivered bulletins to elderly members. Tumwall also has shared his talents with individuals
around the nation He has been involved in numerous service projects working WIth Indian reser-
vauons and Jackson County Ministries InAnnville, Ky The work crews helped the communities In
multiple ways, but mainly in construction.
"Its one way 1can give back, and to see their faces light up, its so rewarding," Turnwall Said.
"That's probably why [ do it"
Iumwalls previous involvements include acting In a number of Iulip Festival Night Shows,
serving as an officer for Meals on Wheels, volunteenng for the Commumty Chest and being a
member of Nonnwcsterns National Alumni Board and Theatre Patron Board.
Turnwall is a retired educator and businessman and the husband of Barb, assistant professor of
English. They are parents of Troy '93, Heather '97 and Wendy '99
1973
Cornie Wassink was named the
Northwest Iowa Regional Track
Official of the Year by the Iowa
Association of Track Officials in
December. He has worked at the
boys' and girls' state track meets and
the Drake Relays for a number of
-
years, serving as starter at the boys'
meet in 1997, 1999 and 2000, He
was selected as the states outstanding
girls' track and field official for 2000.
He also officiates at several college
meets, including the 2000 NCAA
cross country meet and the last three
Big 12 Conference championships.
1975
The Rev. Bruce Wilterdink became
specialized interim minister of Elim
Reformed Church of Kings, 111., in
February. He previously served as
pastor of the Tinley Park, lll.,
Reformed Church
Alumninews
1976
Curt Weerhtim has served on staff
with Campus Crusade for Chrisrs
Athletes in Action ministry for 18
years, He and his family Uve in
Mason, Ohio.
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The Rev. Barry Wynveen is the senior
pastor at Bethany Reformed Church in
Des Moines. He previously served at
Union Reformed Church in Franklin
Lakes,NJ
1977
jeff Hansen is the accounting opera-
tions manager at the News-Press, a
Gannett Co. newspaper. He and his
Wife, Tamerson, live in Fort Myers,
Fla.
1978
Connie (Burgardr) Eckhoff leaches
third grade in Brill, Iowa. Her hus-
band, Steve, died in a tractor accident
in September, Connie lives near
Kanawha with her three children:
Ben, a high school senior; Linda, a
freshman; and Jessica, a kindergartner.
1979
Wayne Westenberg retired as volley-
baf coach at Unity Christian High
School in Orange City in November
after leading his team to the Class 2A
state championship and a 41-3-0
record, He was named the Class 2A
stale coach of the year. He doses his
Unity coaching career with five state
championships and a 594-108-34
record. He will continue as a math
teacher at Unity.
1980
The Rev. Mark Bush and his wife, the
Rev. Miriam Bush, will be taking a
sabbatical from their ministry at
Covenant Community Church in
Muskegon Heights, Mich., this year.
Their church was awarded a $28,000
clergy renewal grant from the Lilly
Foundation to enable the leave. The
Bushes will take some renewal time
together and some separately. They
will spend time in ecumenical com-
munities in lona, Scotland, and Taize,
France, seeking to build the ministry
of understanding so they can bring a
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Prayercorner
In December, I went with 46 Northwestern stu-
dents to InterVarsity Christian fellowships
Urbana Missions Conference. We studied the
Bible, worshiped with 20,000 other college stu-
dents in a packed Assembly Hall, jammed more
people than imaginable into buses, listened to
inspiring speakers and moving testimonies. wait-
ed in lines, talked to mission representatives and
prayed with others. One night, from the nose-
bleed seats where I could survey the entire arena,
I took a trip down memory lane and thought
about when I was a student attending Urbana.
I smiled as [ contemplated the many changes,
Now many students were using cell phones to call one another as
tliey walked from building to building or stood in the lunch line.
Approximately half of tlie Urbana participants
were not white. The number of mission agen-
cies represented had quadrupled and each had a
Website. Many were handing out CD-ROMs
instead of the traditional brochure. The speakers
were diverse in gender and race. A worship
team, (includmg a guitar player weanng shmy,
glittery blue pants) led the assembly m praising
and seekmg the Lord. A light show accompa-
nied the worship The large group program with
many differem aspects was fast paced, with
speakers taking only 20 minutes
I smiled agam as [ real-zed that though students today are expe-
riencing a world different than when 1was 21, there are many simi-
larities Students are still wrestlmg with knowing the will of God m
their life-and hoping for that bolt of lightnmg or road map. There
was a buzz and excitement in the Armory as students talked with
mission representatives about all of the possibilities. Small groups
met daily for Bible study and prayer Students were lull of drearns,
questions and determ.r.ation. Though the final communion message
was given by Marta Bennett rather than by Billy Graham, the call lor
daily love, commitment and obedience was the same. The word of
God is the same yesterday today and tomorrow. Some things never
change
How can you pray for NWC' Hmmm. from my birds-eye
view of the mass of students raismg their hands in worship and lis-
tenrng Intently that night, I was convinced of a couple of basics:
• God loves the world. Pray that students would develop a heart
for the world as they spend time at NWC. Galin 316)
• God grants understanding and wisdom. Pray for a spirit of
wisdom and revelation so that students know God better, Pray also
that the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened so they would
know God's hope, riches and power (Ephesians Ull
Thanks for your faithfulness in prayer We know that your
prayers make a dillerence at NWC.
BQI'b Dewald
DllfC10r of Student
Ministries
Thanks for your
faithfulness in
prayer. We know
that your prayers
make a djffer~
enceat NWC.
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deeper sense or community back lO
their congregation .
1981
Lyle Lundgren was named the Iowa
Class 2A Northwest District Wrestling
Coach of the Year in February. He is
in his lOth year as head wrestling
coach at MOC-Floyd Valley High
School in Orange City, where he has
buill a well-respected program from
the ground up.
1982
The Rev. Randy Schreurs pastors a
Presbyterian church in Elmwood, lIl.
His wife, jane (Stevenson '83), is a
substitute teacher in the local public
schools where their children attend
Jonathan is 14, Megan is 12 and
Rebecca is 8
Vanna (Van Parys) Wala and her hus-
band, Phil, live in Waseca, Minn., with
children Jeremiah (13) and Stephanie
(10). Vanna is a licensed associate
marriage and family therapist who is
in private practice in Waseca and is a
family worker at a residential group
home
1985
Kevin Brasset, a science teacher at
South O'Brien High School, recently
became one of 234 Iowa teachers who
have earned National Board
Certification The cenificarion, a vol-
untary process established by the
National Board of Professional
Teaching Standards, is a performance-
based assessment taking almost a year
to complete. Teachers document sub-
jeer matter knowledge, provide evi-
deuce they know how to teach their
subjects effectively and demonstrate
their ability to manage and measure
student learning .
In his Classic Thoughts column in the
Spring 1999 C!Q5SlC, Todd Thompson
encouraged readers to include prayer
requests when they send in items [or
class notes, and he requested prayers
for he and his wife, Sara, to become
parents someday Those prayers were
answered last October when they
became adoptive parents for twins
Annie Quinn and Emma Elizabeth.
The Thompsons had expressed an
interest in the adoption on Sept 29,
found out eight days later that the due
date was Dec. 8, and, on Oct, 18, wel-
comed the premature infants.
Troy Van Grootheest has been work-
ing in management at St. Ritas
Medical Center in Lima, Ohio, since
1988. He graduated from the Iowa
State University School of
Engineering, studied management
engineering for two years at the
University of Nebraska Medical Center
and completed an M.BA from
Ashland University in Ohio. His wife,
Terri, is a respiratory therapist and
orthopedic nurse at an orthopedic SUf-
gery center in Lima. The Van
Grootheests have three daughters and
three sons.
1987
Kevin DeReus, Pella, Iowa, has been
promoted to the position of metrology
technician at the 3M Company He
has been employed at the Knoxville,
Iowa, plant for four years.
jim Bob Hayworth is employed with
the B2nd Fighter Wing of the Iowa
Air National Guard, of which he has
been a member since 1986, He is a
Desert Storm veteran, He and Ills
wife, Cathy live in Bondurant, Iowa,
with their four children.
Ken jensen continues as owner/opera-
tor of Snack Attack Vending in Coon
Rapids, Minn
Rick Navis teaches English as a second
language La K-6 students in Grand
Rapids, Mich. He Lives in Grandville.
1988
Scott Wadstrom is terminal manager
for Kenan Transport Co. of Tampa,
Pla He and his family live in Valrico.
1989
Becky (Metzger) Smith is a stay-at-
home mom in Ramsey, Minn., and
helps run their pan-time home busi-
ness, Smith Priming Company. They
�-
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publish books for adults and children;
the companys website is
wwwsmithpnnting.net.
The Rev. Brian and Geselle Steenhoek
and their annly now live in Ames,
Iowa, where he is planting a new
church for the Reformed Church in
America. He formerly pastored Central
Reformed Church in Sioux Center
1990
Caren (Steel) De Boer has a new posi-
tion as an inside commercial sales rep-
resentative for CP Distributors in Des
Moines
1991
Deb (Palkena) Russell mils a daycare
at home in Cambridge, Iowa. Her
husband, Steve, works at Eagle Iron
'Works in Des Moines.
Kevin Tiemens is a full-time para-
medic for the Des Moines Fire
Department. He also runs a fitness
equipment repair business, Fitness
Tech, from his home in Clive.
1993
Connie Miller lives in Sioux City,
where she is on active duty in the Air
Force/Air Guard at the 185lh Fighter
Wing. She serves as honor guard
coordinator and trainer, directing
community projects like Bikes for
Tykes and assisting with elementary
school mentoring.
Gina (Krager) Paulsen lives on a farm
near Paullina, Iowa, with her husband,
Pal, and children Taylor (5) and Kyle
(3). Gina teaches junior high special
education for the South O'Brien
School District in Primghar. She also
does training in the summer for the
Language! Program
Irida (Steenhoek) Wilson and her
family now live in Quarryville, Penn.,
where her husband, Michael, is pastor
of Chestnut Level Presbyterian
Church
1994
Scott De Leeuw works on the archi-
tecture standards team for AT&T
Broadband. Scotts team decides what
hardware the entire company will use
and then designs, tests and imple-
mems the standard peripherals, oper-
ating systems and software for
employees to use. He lives in Aurora,
Colo.
Mike Stokes has joined Nonhwestems
staff as computing support specialist.
He previously worked as regional
office development manager for
Interstates Electric and Engineering.
1995
Dan Bruhn is the accountant at
Mutual Telephone in Sioux Center.
His wife, Gretchen (Vander Velde '97),
teaches at Boyden-Hull High School
The Bruhns live in Sioux Center.
Jason Kana has a yearlef in his Ph.D
counseling psychology probrram at [he
University of Iowa before beginning
an internship. He has had a book
chapter and a journal ankle published
recently He also senres on the editori-
al board of Clinicians Research Digest, a
monthly journal published by the
American Psychological Association
Jason serves on [he Geneva Lecture
Series Committee, which brings well-
known Christian speakers such as
David Myers and Richard Mouw to
the Iowa campus. Jason, his wife,
Heather, and their daughter, Grace,
live in Coralville.
Crystal (Sipes) Stallman is pursuing a
master's degree in English at the
University o[ Northern 100vain Cedar
Falls. Her husband, Delayne, is finish-
ing his music education degree at UNl.
Brian Veenendaa! teaches fifth grade at
Underwood Elementary School in
Wauwatosa, Wis. His wife, Tricia
(Reynen (97), is at home 'with their two
children.
Christine (Cerstandt) Walker works as
a legal reporter for the Bureau of
National Affairs in Washington, D.c.
Her husband, Randy, is a Secret Service
agent. The Walkers live in Bowie, Md.
1996
Bronson Pasko is the director of cam-
pus life at King College in Bristol,
Tenn. His wife, Deborah, IS an ele-
mentary schoolteacher.
Jeremy Vande Noord is the minister of
youth for Providence Christian
Reformed Church in Holland, Mich
His wife, Jodi, is a stay-at-home mom
who also works pan time for Zeeland
Community Hospital
jill (Zeiger) Ver Steeg is a chaplain at
Hope College in Holland, Mich., and
will finish her masters degree in reli-
gious education at Western
Theological Seminary in May. Her
husband, Shane, will graduate with an
M.Div: degree from Western in May
and will begin graduate studies in
clinical social work.
Alumninews
1997
Michael Bogaard is in his final year of
studies at the University of Missouri-
St. Louis School of Optometry. In
December, he gave a presentation on
"Computer Vision Syndrome and
Presbyopia" at a meeting of the
American Academy of Optometry in
Orlando. His paper also was pub-
lished in the December issue of the
Academy', journal.
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Jason Carlton is an associate auomey
for Levene, Gauldin and Thompson in
Binghamton, N.Y., specializing prima-
rily in labor and employment law,
including workers' compensation
Greta (Olson) Larson lives in West St.
Paul, Minn., where she is a full-lime
nanny for four boys. She began La
study early childhood education in
February at Concordia University.
It only takes a little effort
to strike a match lor the
Northwestern Fund!
One member of the Northwestern Board at Trusteesand a tormer
parent have offered to fund a $15,000 Northwestern Fund
Matching Grant to encourage alumni, parents and friends of
Northwestern to increase their giving.
All new and increased gifts pledged during this Matching Grant
Phonathon will be matched $1 for $1 - up to $15,000.
The funds raised through the NorthwesternFundMatching Grantwill
go toward the purchase of additional library materials for Ramaker
Library. A gift of $50 or more allows you to "donate" a book in
honor of someone special (e.g.,your son or daughterwho is or was
a Northwestern student, a spouse, a parent).
When you get the call from an NWCstudent March 14-April 17,
make a gift to the Northwestern Fundand have it matchedI
Yourgift to the Northwestern Fund makes a significant difference in
the education of our students.Thank you for giVing!
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1998
Sandra (Garwick) Forde is a stay-at-
home mom for her daughter, Madison
(2), in Layton, Utah, Sandra's hus-
band, Kevin, serves in the military,
Janelle Koolhaas will graduate from
Western Theological Seminary in May
and move to Chapas, Mexico, to serve
as a long-term missions appointee of
the Reformed Church in America.
She plans La work as a Bible translator
and teacher for one of Cluapas' indige-
nous tribes, the Tzehals.
Matt Nelson graduated from Texas
Christian University with a master's
degree in kinesiology, exercise physiol-
ogy emphasis, last summer. He now
lives in Austin, where he is pursuing a
doctorate in kinesiology at the
University of Texas.
1999
Tony Englin is in his second year of
teaching seventh and eighth grade sci-
ence and coaching in Gamer, Iowa,
His wife, (Stacie Brosamle '00), is the
pre-school director and high school
Spanish and physical education
teacher for the Forest City Christian
School. Stacie also is an assistant cross
country and basketball coach
Taylor Hood was incorrectly listed as a
1995 alumnus in the Wmter
NorthweSiell1 News. He teachesJK-4
physical education and Spanish at Grant
Ranch Day School in Littleton, Colo
Will Kooiker teaches kindergarten and
serves as head coach of boys' varsity
basketball at Williamsburg Christian
Academy in Williamsburg, Va. His
wife, Heather (Clements), is minister
of children and youth a Williamsburg
Baptist Church
Nathan Kroesche works at the Juvenile
Detention Center in Sioux Falls
Jon Lee, a graduate student in the
Master of Fine Arts directing program
at the University of South Dakota,
received recognition atthe regional
American CoUege Theatre Festival in
Kansas City in January His one-act
play, "Mulligan," was one of eight
short plays selected from a pool of
150 for production at the festival, and
the show received a Peoples Choice
award for popularity.
Stanton Letscher lives in Milford,
Iowa, where he does youth ministry
work at FirSLLutheran Church. He
also is a teacher associate at Spirit Lake
Elementary School and a chaplains
assistant in the Iowa Army National
Guard. Stanton has begun writing a
book about his life journey and the
footsteps of Jesus throughout His life
and ministry
Christina Mueller teaches fourth and
fifth grade readingllanguage arts and
fifth grade math at Woodlawn
Elementary School in Des Moines.
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Deb Syverson began a new job at C.H
Robinson in Eden Prairie, Minn., in
December. She analyzes inventory to
assess when product should be moved
from CH. Robmsons distribution cen-
ters to Wal-Man stores.
jennifer (Van Wyk) Van Zante works
in Des Moines as a legislative aid in
the Iowa House of Representatives.
Her husband, Seth, is employed at
Vermeer Manufacturing in Pella. They
live in Oskaloosa.
Carl Velzke is a project coordinator for
Vinyl Graphics. His wife, Nicole
(Mentink '00), teaches second grade at
Sheboygan, Wis., Christian School.
2000
Scott Braasch is pursuing a j.D. degree
at the Creighton School of U1w in
Omaha.
Jenny Neuhauser teaches biology and
chemistry at Valley Christian High
School in Cerritos, Calif. She lives in
Bellflower.
Amy Vcr Steeg teaches second grade at
Cornerstone Christian School in
Bellevue. Neb.
2001
Christal Smith is a substitute teacher
for the Pleasant Valley School District
She lives in Bettendorf, Iowa.
Alumni· What's New with You?
let us know so we can tell your friends and classmates. Send to: Office of Public Relations,
Northwestern College, 101 7th Sr. Sw, Orange City, ]A 5104 L Or e-mail it to
beeson@nwClowa.edu; [ax number IS 712-737-7117. Deadline [or the Summer Northwestern
News is April 27.
Name _
Address _
Home Phone Class 0[ _
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Births
julie Sikma and Kevin Bradley '83,
daughter, Jennifer Grace, joins
Joseph (3)
Keith and LuAnne (Van Dart '84)
Vander Horst, son, Luke Daniel.
Debbie (Hansen '85) and Terry
Iellinghnisen '85, son, Ethan
John, jOlTIS Evan (5).
Natalie Nordby '86 and Norman
Chen, twin sons, Andrew Clasen
Chen and Samuel Zorn Chen, join
Hannah (5).
Cathy and Jim Bob Hayworth '87,
twins, jenna and jacob, join Ryan
(ll) and Eric (9)
Kirk and Dawn (Lenehan '87)
Montgomery, son, Jared Daniel,
joins jason (5) and Jenny (3).
Amy and SCOIlWadstrom '88, son,
Colin.joins Courtney (4).
Melodee (Weisbrod 'S8) and Ernest
Reincke '88, daughter, Kara.
Todd and Becky (Metzger '89) Smith,
son, Eli joseph.joins Benjamin
(7), Hannah (6) and Jeremy (3).
Brad and Susan (Aykcns '89)
Veltkamp, daughter,Jadeyn Faith
Tonya and Brian Hoops '91, son,
Brayden Cole, joins Tanner (4)
Steve and Deb (Palkena ~l)Russell,
daughter, Anna Kay Joins Nathan (4)
Amber and Erik Charter '92, son,
Zane Alexander, joins Bea (7) and
Valerie(4)
Ann (Sybesma '93) and Kris Korver
'92, daughter, Elizabeth Ann, joins
Christian (3).
Val (Roman '93) and Mike Stokes '94,
son, Roman Michael, joins
Victoria (6) and Vanessa (2)
Kara (Rankin '93) andjeff van Ocr
Werlf '83, son, Jakob Allen.
Dale and Tonia (Bach (93) Woudstra,
son, Zachary Dale.
Alisha and Darren Wybenga '93,
daughter, Madison Grace.
Nikki (Hulstein '96) and Greg
Terpstra '96, daughter, Peyton
Nicole.
Jodi and Jeremy Vande Noord '96,
son, jaydon Grant
Gretchen (Vander Velde '97) and Dan
Bruhn '95, son, Caden James
Irida (Reynen (97) and Brian
veencndaal '95, daughter, Taylor
Brooke, joins Brett (2).
Kristin (King (98) and Jason
Robertson '98, son, Braden Oak.
Jennie (Wolf (98) and Paul Smith '98,
son, Mullin Edward.
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Marriages
Christine Cerstandt '95 and Randy
Walker, Bowie, Md.
Todd Schuiteman '95 and Deb
Bandstra '96, Omaha.
Melissa Harder '96 and Mark Drier, St.
Joseph, Mo
Bronson Pasko '96 and Deborah
Bums, Bristol, Tenn.
jill DeBlauw '97 and SCOLL
Prendergast, Redlands, Calif
Heather Horstmann '98 and Tony
Einck, Bloomington, Minn.
Rebecca De Groot '99 and Andrew
Anderson '99, Forest CiLY, Iowa
Kristin Meyer '99 and Nathan
Kroesche '99, Sioux Falls.
SCOl! Swartz '99 and Betsie Deboom
'01, Mason City
Wade Klaassen '00 and Alicia
Tiedeman '01, Sioux Falls.
Nicole Mentink '00 and Carl Velzke
'99, Cedar Grove, Wis
The couples live in the city listed
Deaths
Muriel (Roos '52) Ostendorf died of
cancer on Feb. 2. Employed for many
years by the OBiGYN Clinic of
Oshkosh, Wis. she was a member of
Grace Reformed Church in Fond du
Lac, the P.E,O., the jennie Marvin
Antiquists group and the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh Faculty Dames.
Among the survivors are her husband,
Han)'; a daughter; two sons; two
brothers; and five sisters, including
Maxine Heemstra '47, Gladys Kessel
'50 and Arlene lubbers '54.
Bonnie De Young '65 died of cancel
Aplil1,1999. Bonnie taught junior
high English for several years in
Michigan, Illinois and New York She
later worked for a computer company
in Boston and a New York-based mag-
azine, She is survived by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Raben De Young, and
two sisters, including Carol '69.
Larry De Boer '69 died on jan. 7 in a
Sioux City hospnal. A U.s. AlTIlYvet-
eran, he was employed by Investor
Diversified Services, worked for
Dubuque Pack in L..e Mars, and owned
and managed the 500 Motel in
Hawarden, Iowa, He was a member
ol Hawardens United Methodist
Church, American legion and
Chamber of Commerce, and the Big
Sioux River Valley Historical Society.
His survivors include his wife, Carol
(Vanden Hul '71); a son; his mother;
two brothers, including Keith '74; and
two sisters, including Rita De Jong '72
Ruler of the CourLconnnued from page 21
the way the team practiced and played, along with the other sen-
ior leaders. Rachel showed she would do more work than what
we expected of the average player, whether it was off-season con-
ditioning, m the weight room or getting the extra shots in."
In the summer before her Junior year, Binneboese underwent
back surgery that could have severely hampered her playing abili-
ty She says she learned tlie importance of perseverance from that
experience. "You're going to have to go through struggles and
obstacles to get to the thmgs you enJoy You always have to rely
on the Lord and your teammates to get you through," she says
Binneboese credits Northwestern for helping her to grow
spiritually "Coach Woudstra always tried to mcorporate that m
basketbalL He was very good about emphasizing that the most
important thmgs are God and family, then academics, then bas-
ketball. The teachers also brought out a Christian perspective m
the classroom I've realized through my education courses that I
can bring my farth into the classroom I'm not sure Iwould have
realized that if I were at a non-Christian college."
A math reaching major who also wants to coach basketball,
-
Alumninews
Planned givingnotes
Do you have a
''valid'' will?
I have always found definitions interest-
ing. Words can have an entirely different
meanmg for different people. Sometimes
an individnal can perceive different defini-
tions based on changing circumstances.
Some words are open to varying defiru
lions while others have only a single defi-
nition.
How would you classify the word "valid") Is this one of
those words that leaves little room for misinterpretation?
Everyone has heard the expression "having a valid will."
To an attorney this means that as a legal document there are
certain requirements that must be met. The person for whom
the will is drafted must be of legal age, the assumption being
that the age reqmrement will allow the person to understand
what he/she IS doing. Additional requirements include that
the person has a mmrmum mental capacity, mtent to transfer
property, freedom from undue mlluence and proper signing.
Does this meet your definition of a "valid will")
Obviously all of the above menuoned requirements are essen-
tial. However, a truly valid will means so much more. An
individual usually attempts to transfer the right property to
the nght people and organizations. There are usually very
specific intentions that reflect that person's philosophy and
aims in life. Everyone leaves a very defined legacy behind
when they pass on.
What kind of legacy will you pass on) Are you planning
to remember the significant people and orgamzations that
were especrally instrumental as you journeyed through life)
Isn't that what a "valid will" is really about' We wrll all leave
one type of legacy or another behind. Your will is an opportu-
nity to make a statement about your beliefs and your charac-
ter Do not take this task lightly!
If you are interested in discussmg how you can remember
Northwestern College as one of those institutions that made a
difference in your life, please contact me at NWC, 101 Seventh
Street Sw, Orange City, ]A 51041, (712) 737-7109 or
cwassink@nwcrowa.edu. All requests are treated confidentially,
and you are under no obligation.
Co-me Wassink 73
Drrectorof Planned
Giving
Binneboese says the relationships she has developed with team-
mates have been among the highlights of her time at
Northwestern. "Five years from now," she asserts, "people won't
remember or care about my awards. Friendships last forever."
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Sportsupdate
Ottennamed
NAIA coach of
year
Head
Football
Coach Orv
Otten 79 has
been named
NAIA coach
of the year
by Amelican
Football
Monthly. The
magazine
cited Ottens leadership as the
Red Raiders went from being
unranked in the pre-season poll
and 2-3 at the end of
September to a 9-4 finish and a
berth in the Fmal Four of the
playoffs. Northwestern earned
its highest finish in six years
and was co-champion of the
Great Plains Athletic Conference
(GPAC) with a 6-2 record.
Otten, who was the GPAC
co-coach of the year, has led the
Raiders to a 43-21 record in six
seasons. A member of
Northwestems coaching staff
and physlca: education faculty
smce 1990, Otten replaced
NAlA Hall of Farner LlITY
Korver at the helm of the Raider
football program in 1995.
Otten earned his masters
and doctoral degrees 10exercise
science and physical education
from the University of Iowa.
He served as defensive coordi-
nator and head wrestling coach
at Monmouth College 10Illinois
before returning to NWC.
Among the other coaches
receiving honors in the
February issue of American
Football Monthly were Lou Holtz
(NCAA Div. I-A coach of the
year, South Carolina) and Doug
Williams (NCAA Div I-M
coach of the year, Grambling
Staie.)
Orv Ollen
Head Foolball
Coach
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A real rush ... continued from page 20
in the off-season. He put on 15 pounds, which
Coach Orv Otten says gave him added confi-
dence on the field.
Perngo and Otten both crcd.t the offensive
line and fullback Travis Schueller for domg a
super job of blocking 'They did a great Job
opening holes for me," Perrigo says.
Otten, who describes Perrigo as a "game-
breaker," says the record setter has a variety of
tools. "Most people think about Ius speed-the
ab.lity to get through a hole quickly and, once
into the secondary level, to run away from peo-
ple. But he also has the abili.y to break the tack-
le. He got a lot of yards after the initial contact."
Pemgo says the key to the Raiders' success
was an uncommon sense of teamwork. "I've
been plaY10gfootball since seventh grade, and I
Nor//lwestern Classic
haven't played on a team with better team unity
than this years. When we were 2-3, It would
have been easy to point fingers, but we held
together close. Our team unity brought us
througli the tough tunes and made us successful"
After his senior year at NWC, Perrigo wants
to try the next level of football, whether that be
Arena Football, CFL or the NFL. 'Thats going to
take a lot of miracles to happen," he admits. "If
those thmgs don't work out, I'm really looking
forward to working with kids--teaching elemen-
tary PE and being a high school football and track
coach,"
In the meanume Perrigo will cherish the
opportunities he has at Northwestern. "I've deli-
nitely grown. Northwestern has made me a more
well-rounded person-a better husband, a better
son."
Raiders earn national honors
Eleven Red Raiders earned national recognition for their efforts in fall sports. The list includes
five All-Americans and six All-American Scholar-Athletes.
Four members of the national sermfina.ist football team earned NAlA All-American status. Dave
Perrigo, a 6-0, 185-pound Junior tailback from Algona, Iowa, was named to the first team offense
while Riley Klemhesselink, a 6-5, 265-pound senior lineman from Orange City, was selected for sec-
ond team defensive honors. Named to the honorable mention list were offensive lineman Nick
Scholten, a 6-5, nO-pound sophomore from Lynden, Wash., and slotback Nate Dejager, a 6-0,
160-pound senior from Maurice.
Perrigo, the Great Plains Athletic Conference (GPAC) player of the year, set a new NAlA single-
season rushing record of 2,504 yards this year. Kleinhesselink led the GPAC in quarterback sacks
with 11. He also contributed 41 solo tackles and 22 assists Penigo and Kleinhessel.nk also earned
All-American status from DOllHansen\ National Weekly Football Gazette. Perrigo was named to
Hansen's first team and Kleinhesselink was a third team selection.
Scholten was a key force on the offensive line that opened up holes for Perrigo's rushing. De
jager switched from quarterback to llanker and caught 28 passes [or 414 yards and five touchdowns.
He also gained 81 yards rushing and made two touchdowns on 13 carries.
In addinon, josh Hunstad, a senior wide receiver from Waukon, Iowa, was selected as a
Scholar-Athlete for the second year in a row in recognition of his excellence on the field and in the
classroom. Hunstad is a mathematics major who has compiled a 3.56 cumulative grade point aver-
age (GPA) He also serves as president of the Student Government Association.
Two juniors on the volleyball team,]oAnnajackson and Anna Teigland, also were named
Scholar-Athletes jackson, a biology/chemistry major [rom Zion, IlL, carries a 3.73 GPA. Teigland, a
biology major from Clear Lake, Iowa, has earned a 3.50 GPA.
Bnan Boer, a senior midfielder, has been named a Scholar-Athlete in mens soccer Boer, who
recc.ved All-GPAC second team defensive honors, is a biology major who has compiled a 3.81 GPA.
Three wornens soccer players also earned Scholar-Athlete honors. Megan Bomgaars is a Junior
fullback from Orange City with a business administration major She has compiled a 3.81 GPA.
Katie De Vries is a junior defender from Gretna, Neb., who earned second-team All-GPAC honors. A
PE major, she has compiled a 3.63 GPA. Amber Kading is a senior goalkeeper from Duluth, Minn.,
who was a GPAC honorable mention selection. She is a PE major with a 3.50 GPA
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An opportunity for the faith community
Political scientists and the average colTee-shop
political commentator alike know that what a pres-
ident emphasizes in his first few weeks of office is
irr.portan; thais when he has the most attention
from both the press and the public, and the most
grace. President George W Bushs announcement
on Day One of Week Two about the creation of a
new White House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives
established its sIgnificance for this administration. The proposal
itself ISof great historical significance. However, the extent to
which it will redirect social welfare policy may depend upon the
response of the lauh community
What this new ofice proposes to do is quite radical: it seeks
to integrate the sacred nonprofit sector with the secular govern-
mental sphere in social service. Though faith-based organizations
were allowed LO compete for some grants under the 1996 welfare
refonu law, Bush seeks to expand and enforce that provision of law,
and complement it with other provisions like tax deductions and
credits. The administration envisions churches appl),ng for con-
tracts to develop a welfare-to-work counseling program or run an
after-school literacy program. What makes this prnposal radical is
that it extends the shift away from direct government provision of
social welfare services, and, at least for some, appears to breech the
commonly understood "wall of separation" between church and
state. Whether that "wall" ISin fact constitutional, and whether this
proposal m any way violates that judicial interprera'ion of the First
Amendment is not of primary concern to me, though it should and
WIllget full treatment m the press and policy circles, Instead, I
hope that we, as the community of faith, understand the impor-
tance of this policy shift and that we rise to the opportunity provid-
ed to us
In order for us to fully take hold of this opportunity we need
willmgness, credibility and discernment. Though the doors for
churches to palmer with government were opened five years ago,
few churches have m fact done so. Perhaps this is more a factor of
a lack of knowledge or bureaucratic regulations than of willingness
Yet, as an evangelical Christian, I see evidence in the mismatd:
between my convictions and actions that suggests an increased
commitment WIllbe needed in the church for this new initiative to
have an impact. It has taken me a long time to blend the evangeli-
cal gospel and the social gospel, and I believe this is true of much
of the evangeltcal world. We preach the message of salvation, con-
veying the message of our Lord Jesus Chnst, but we tend to over-
look the way He lived, touching the outcasts, healing the SICk,and
fu[fillmg the commandments of the Old Testament and promises to
the poor I hope that there are "armies of compassion" already out
there in the churches ready to be unleashed, but I suspect that I
and others might need to skip the movies or that game of golf and
sign up for service.
Next, we as the church need to gain credibility From my
srudy of public administration, I know that the cunency of credi-
by Julie
Bundt
biliry today is performance measurement This means that all types
of programs, includmg social programs, are being asked to docu-
ment their results and are held accountable for those results In
order to work well WIth our secular parmers, whether or not we
ask for or receive government funds, we must learn measurement
skills and language in order to descnbe our accomplishments in
objective terms This approach is foreign to most faith-based social
services, which tend to leave the results m Gods hands and have
velY few outside authorities to whom they must give an account.
Nonetheless, this change is necessary if we want to collaborate with
others for the sake of the needy
Finally we mil need discernment. The type of formal collabo-
ration provided for by the 1996 welfare law is potentially danger-
ous for the church: it pushes out the boundaries of church-state
relations. While we have opposed a false dichotomy which seems
to outlaw any aspects of Christian faith in the public sphere, we
should be equally wary of new developments that give the govern-
ment sigmficant power over churches or that too closely entangle
the two institutions This new venture raises questions that WIll
require forethought and wisdom on the pan of church leaders.
Having noted the obstacles and the potential pitfalls, I would
rather side with innovation and risk than stand "safely" with the
pattern of church-state relations from the past 50-plus years. The
opportunity to align the responsibilities of individuals, faith institu-
tions and the state to do [usnce is too imponant to let pass. We
should pray for wisdom, use all our God-given abili.y to sort
through the difficult quesnons, and then commit ourselves and our
resources to doing all that we can do to alleviate the symptoms and
causes of poverty in our nation.
Julie Sundt '89 is a program associate at The Pew Charituble Trusts
m Philadelphia She eamed a Ph.D. in pollUcal science from the
University of Knnsas in 1996 and taught at the Universtty of Northern
Iowa for the past four years.
The opiniolJs expl'fssed in this article are those of the author and do 110t neces-
sa/ily reflect the views of The Pew Chmitable Trwls or Northwestern College.
Fonner prof appointed
to White House post
NWC has a connection to the new White House Office of
Faith-Based and Community Initiatives. Stanley Carlson-Thies,
who taught political science from 1989-91, has been appointed
associate director of law and policy for the new office. He lS on
leave from his duties as director of social policy studies at the
Center for Public Justice, where hIS research on the crisis of
American welfare policy led to recommendanons to redefine gov-
ernments relation to faith-based social-service organizations.
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Wintersports
Men's basketball
Won the NAlA Div 11national
title (see special center insert).
Qualified for the national tourna-
ment by winning the Great Plains
Athletic Conference (GPAC) regu-
lar season with a 12-4 record.
Also won the league post-season
tourney
Finished 29-6 overall.
Nationally ranked throughout the
season, including eighth in the
fmal poll.
Set a nations' tourney record for most free throws made, 100
(out of 124 attempts).
Women's basketball
Won the NAlA Div II national
championship (see special center
insert).
Qualified for the national tourney
by winmng the GPAC regular sea-
son with a 14-2 record. Also won
the league post-season tourney
Fimshed 32 -4 overall.
Nationally ranked throughout the
season, includmg second in the
fmal regular season poll.
Wrestling
Seven athletes qualified for the national meet March 2-3 in St
Charles, Mo.: Nathan Martin, 141; Seth Gibson, 149; Tim
Hekrdle, 165; Tom Garcia and Aaron Schmidt, 174; and Milo
Allen and Jordan Wondercheck, 197
Martin won championships at the NWC Invitational and the
NAlA regional meet Schmidt also won at reglOnals.
Indoor track
Jacob Koczman won the 600-meter dash at the NAlA national
meet March 2-J
Members of the mens 4x400 relay-Koczman, Scott Bahrke,
Bob Reitz and Beau Koerselman-also became All-Americans
by placing fourth.
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Brandt named
athletic director
Barry Brandt '69 has been
named athletic director, effec-
tive in the lall of 2001.
In his new role, Brandt
will replace Todd Bany, who
left NWC after 10 years as ath-
letic director and head men's
basketball coach to become
athletic director at Nebraskas
Wayne State College in August.
A member of Norrhwesrerns
staff since 1984, Brandt has
been head track coach for 15
years, was the football teams
offensive coordmator for 14
seasons, and has served as
assistant athletic director and
physical education mstmctor
"Barry has a solid under-
standing of Northwestern
Colleges mission and how ath-
letics fits mto that," said Dean
for Student Affairs Paul Blezien,
"and a wonderful ability to
communicate that to others in
a way that gets them pumped
up. He will be the first person
m this role who won't be split-
ting time with a major coach-
ing responsibility and we're
excited that this will free him
up to provide a lot of assistance
and wisdom from his vast
experience to help the coach-
es," Blezien added.
"j will miss working close-
ly with the athletes 111 the track
program, but what l've found
this year as I've been interim
AD is that the position actually
has afforded me the opportuni-
ty to meet a lot more of our
athletes," said Brandt. "I'm
exored about working with the
breadth of athletics we have
here, developing relationships
with coaches and athletes in all
our spans. Todd Bany and the
previous people in this positron
have established a program that
is velY solid, one of the better
programs in the NAlA. Now I
hope to help take it to another
step 1hope to be a good
advocate for our staff and to
help relieve them from some of
the administrative pressures so
they can focus on coaching and
teaching."
About 80 percent of
Brandt's workload will be the
administrative duties of the ath-
letic department, with the rest
of his time spent teaching PE
courses. Northwestern WIllbe
seekmg a new head track coach
for the 2001-02 school year
